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NO WAY OUT: Economic oondi1ions
cause prospective Ma)' graduates to revaluate
futu•re plans.'

by Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

THE VER\)IC'f: Howard studenlS present their own opinons -in agreemenl with
the jury from the Mike Tyso111rial. B?

.After winning seven straight games
(University of· Maryland-Eastern Shore
and Coppin Stale (twice), Morgan State,

a9

SEEING DOUBLES:
The He11dersons, twin
sisters, draw attention
through n1ore than their
like ge11es with Can1pus
Co\let·tions. A9

DE C ISIONS:
Pri111arics cause ques:;;;;,_..;.._J tio11 s co11cem1r1g coverHenderson age. a11d qualification of
c:U1did<1les 10 be r.:J.ised.

AS
•

LADIES' CHOICE: M.U. wo1nen offe r
their Olttlook on nun1erol1S issues affecting
their status ir1 the bl~tck cor11r11unity. ·B1

Saturday in what proved to be an excit-

News Analysis
Bethl1ne-Cookn1an, and Florida A & M)
the Men 's Basketball team suffered two
major setbacks in their quest to clinch
the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Conference
regul;lr season title.
Th e Bison (1 2-13 , 10-4) stun1bled
against North Carolina A & T last

level of play. Also, they were in front of loss to South Carolina State, the Bison
ing and controversial game as 7,500 fans their fans, their gym and BET."
have started poorly and have at times
and a national television audience (BET)
One reason fo r the Bison struggle of played without emotion. But to the credwatched Howard lose. 66-65 .
late has been their attitude about win- · it of second year Head Coach Alfred
1
Going into the coniest the Bison knew ning. Some players have even gone so ''Butch'' Beard the Bison were able to
that the Aggies of No11h Carolina A & T far as to mention the possibil ity of get- climb back into both contests and evenwould be pumped up and anxious to beat' ting complace nt , cocky and arrogant. tually take the lead.
the firs1-place Bison. The players and Unfonunately. for the Bison this type of
Again st South Carolina State the
coaches realize now tha1 every team will atiitu(ie has clouded their path.
Bison were down hy as much as 10
be out to beat the first-place team in the
'' Because we were winning we proba- poi nts over the course of the contest.
MEAC.
bly got a little too co1nfortab le," said But after rallying behind Senior forward
''One reason we go1 behind is Junior guard Milan Brown. ''I don't Rooney Gibbs and tough team defense
because they fN.C. A & TJ were playing think we will change anything in panicu- the Biso n ral lied to take the lead .
more on emotions.'' said Freshman point lar. Except in our minds , we have to Against N.C. A & T the Bison spotted
guard Ton11ny Brown. ···rheir emotions come to the game ready to play."
took them one step above their nor1nal
The past two games. including their
Please see Losses, page A4

125th Charter Day to be
sealed with 'knowledge'
•

By Dallas Jackson
.Hilltop Staff WJiter
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
''Just as a tree \Vithout roots is dead,
a people without history or cultural
roots also becomes a dead people."
Malcolm X
1
·The Ballot or the ffullet

Nexl Saturday will kick off a
celebra tion that has been 125
years in the 1naking.
Beg inning at 6:30 p.m. in the
Wa shington Hilton. the an nual
Charter Da)' dinner 1,1:ill mark the
start of Charter Day Weekend, a
series of eve nt s that wil l culm inat e on Monday with the
Convocation services .
1•
Tl1e dinner, which usually costs
$250.00 per ticket. will be hosted
by Howard Universi ty Alumni
Affairs. Speci'at -prices wil l be
offered to students who wish 10
atte11d. This is usually viewed as
a good oppqrtunity for students to
11et\\1ork \vitl1 the different corporate sponsors from corporations
like AT&T, General Foods. CocaCola and others.
Dr. Consta11ce Rotan , vicepresident of administ ration .
helped coordinate 1he weeks
eve11ts. ''We hope to have maxi n1u111 participa1ion from various
segments of the community," she
said.
The dinner wi ll honor outstandin g Howard University
alu1n11i sucl1 as Chester Redhead,
form er head of the Howard
University Alumn i Association,

If you had to vote tomort'0\11, which slate or
candidates would you choose?

TRUSTEE:

....

•

Dara.A. Mcnife. Tipr:eff

K01in Bry&n

'"'
TurrerlCam&J •
2.6%

Bail 8JIDe81ields
2.6%

•

ColenwVS'lapard
5.3"

Ho~i tll/McCoy

34.2%.

Nurrber of Aespcnrents:38

Spec1a
, } }ogo refl ects
year of celebration
·
h.
· d · h h 12' h
1n add.111on
to
1 e events associate wit t e
:>th
·
f
H
d
u
·
·
•
f
d.
·
anniversary o owar n1vers1ty s oun 1ng, one m1g t
notice a new logo on many of the special booklets, pamphi ets 0 r broe hures .
A commi ttee fonned by Dr. Constance Rotan .. vice
president for administration, composed of representa1ives
from University libraries, procurement services, the
School of Continuing Education and printing and reprcr
duction in the Col}ege of Medicine, brought forth the logo
which bears 1he 1theme for the 125th anniversary ''Freedom Through Knowledge'' - and the number o
years the University has been in existence.
The actual logo was designed by Jackie Sealey, art
direcror for printing and reproduction in the College o
Medicine, who seryed on 1he committee.
According to Calvin P. Mason, director of printing and
reproduction, the logo was one of several drafted by
Sealey and presented to the committee.
·'It should be applied to all publications (assoc iated
with the !25th anniverSary) as much as possible," Mason
said. ''A letterhead will soon be available with the seal."

INSIDE: Guide to '92 Presidential Primaries Pg AS

candidates
explain their
motives· · · ·
By Melody Jordan and Ken
Robinson
Hilltop Staff Writers

I

.

(D-Pa.), a 1954 graduate of
Howard University Law School
and a recipient of the
'' Dist inguished Service Alumni''
award.
Convocation is usually generalized by students as a11 event they
feel they do not have attend , but
as a time to ge t a break from
classes. Corey Cook , a Sophon1ore , feels that these ''free da}' s''
aren't worthwhile unle ss the
speaker has an outstanding repuration or if attendance is mandatory in a cenain class. ··1r it is not
required. I w1ll take the opponunity given and go home.'· Cook
. ·d . ··1 s01n et·1mes. 'eel
that c·onsa1
1
'
. · · d. t d
t
d
vhocationh ts beirec e nihore O\Vathr
t e teac ers
t ey are e
..
, . cause
.
.
,. I
1
one
s
in
nia
ss
.i
t
ten(
a
ne
e·
IC
Rotan
<tdded.
.
..
111
So1ne Ho\vard U_ ver s ity
Past recipient s have included sch~ols and colleges wi ll spo11~<lr
Ossie Davis ( 1965) and Debbie their o~n progra~s and spcc.:1~\
Allen (1?83).
.
.
eve nt s 1n. ce leb_rat1ng How<1rd s
Rankin M~mor1al Chapel ~1\l Fo~n?~r s anr1.1versary. These
hold a spec~a l S~nday se.rv1ce '--ac t1\'1t1es. w~1c~ ~re all to be
March I, which will be dedicated ann?unced, will tie 1_nto the celeto Founder's we~kend.
brat1on.
.
.
The next ma1or event on tl1e
In an attempt to give an opttFounder's weekend calendar will mistic ou tlook , Rotan S<tid.
be Howard University's annual ''Charter Day is usually successconvocation which will be held on ful. but we hope it to .be more ot· a
March 2. The keynote speaker success due to Howard 's !25th
will be Senator Harris L. Wofford Anniversary."

HUSA

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

UNDERGRADU~E

"\ and actress Lynn Whitfield, star
of the Home Box Office movie
'' The Josephine Baker Story."

With campaign-time drawing to
a close, candidates for posts in the
Howard University Student
Association geared their remarks
toward their history and the structure upon which their campaigns
are based.
When asked about his past
. remarks referring to women as
''hoes and bitches," HUSA vice
presidential candidate Erik
DeShields said, "I don't calh them
hoes, but I will call a bitch a
bitch ... l'm not afraid to tell the
truth .••
The uproar from DeShield's
response may have caused female
supporters to change their minds
about their impression of
0eShields.
Ebonnie Clark, a sophomore;
said, "The response will definitely
hurt the Bailey/DeShields campaign.''
Candidates explained bow their
platforms will help those who are

The Howard View
As Republican presidential hopeful
Patrick Buchanan (left) moves
toward his next primary after his
good showing In New Hampshire
Tuesday and Democrat Paul
Tsongas(top)hopesforanother
win, THE HILLTOP talks to those in
the Howard community about their
feelings on the prlmarfes. When will
the next primaries be held. ? See
page AS

Please see Caadldates, pg. A4
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Coke~y

calls on students to take
lead, aim for higher aspirations
By Tamara Holmes

Cokely, a fonner Black Panther,
is known for his conspiracr, theories concerning the goverTiment
and governmental policy. He has
often questioned the methods and
motives of government officials
where blacks are concerned.
According to Cokely, it is not
unusual for leaders to experience a
certain amount of fear, but that
must not stop blacks from seeking
leadership positions. However,
Cokely maintained that the difference between leaders and followers••1s that leaders are able to overcome their fears and work in spite
of them.
Cokely also called on blacks to
aim for greater aspirations. ''Now
the focus has to be frontal," he
said. According to Cokely, blacks
can no longer think in small tenns;
they must look ahead to the future
and grasp it.
Blacks must also stop waiting
passively for their lives to get better or for whites to make things

Hilltop Staff Writer
With the Howard University
Student Association (HUSA) election campaigns moving into full
swing, black-activist Steve Cokely
offered words of advice to a crowd

of listeners at the Armour J.
Blackbum Ballroom Sunday that
may have been directed at some
HUSA presidential and vice presidential candidates.
Cokely said that there is a crisis
of leadership in the black commu-

nity, and the time to address it is
11ow. '' Fear is compatible with

photo by Ayol<a campbell

The Honorable Bernie Grant stresses the need for unity.

Parliament member
pays.Howard a visit
By Jimmie T. Jones, Jr.
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Honorable Bernie Grant,
the senior black member of the
British parliament, addressed a
crowd of more than 500 Howard
students in Cramto n :auditorium
Feb. 12.
' I came was
''One of the reasons·
10 make a transatlantic call to
American blacks to .Prepare themselve~ ~o clirry ~be; struggle against
global racism and xenophobia jnto
the twenty-first cent ury," Grant
said.
In his speech, Mr. Grant advo- .
cated the necessity of a PanAfrican praxis for the struggle of
persons of African descent against
global racism and xenophobia. He
also stressed the need for Howard
studen ts in particular to take
advantage of the presence of
Africans from all over the world at
Howard University, to build unity
and carry on the struggle against
racism.
Grant continued to exert his
presence among Howard students
by paying a visit to the second
Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) speakoul at
the Meridian Hill donnitory later
that same evening. Escorted by
HUSA preside ntial candidate
Julius D. Bailey and a small
entourage of guards and personal
assistants, Mr. Grant was recognized and inlroduced by HUSA
1

.

'

leadership." Cokely said. "All
leaders have fear."
"
Cokely stressed to the audi ence, ''don't underestimate your
own capabilities." He said that the
United States' government. in his
estimation, wants blacks to feel
incapable and inferior. but blacks
must break out of that method of
thinking for their own good.

Campus Pals pick
newest members,
celebrate 45 years

easier because, according to
Cokely, that is not going to happen.
''The whacking on the butt has
intensified, and there is no sign of
sound relief," Cokely said. He said
this in reference to the haffi times
that blacks are currently experiencing.
Cokely cited the beating of
Rodney King by police officers in
Los Angeles as an example of the
beating that blacks are suffering at
the hands of government officials
- a beating that is both literal and
figurative.
Cokely also said that blacks
shou ld place le ss emphasis on
entertainment and more on politics. He said that it is common for
a newspaper to contain ''23 pages
on politics and 87 pages on entertainment. ''
Cokely expressed that if blacks
focus more on politics, then more
black leaders would be produced,
and the situation of blacks could

begin to improve.
S1udents who attended the lecture were moved by Cokely's
speech, and they expressed their
own concerns about the
grievances that Cokely addressed.
Angela Winston , a sophomore
majoring in education, said,
'' Blacks need more people like
Steve Cokely to step up and guide
them. Sometimes blacks need a
figure to unite them and Steve
Cokely is one of the few black
leaders who does that.''
Margarita Francois, a chemistry
major, wondered why more students didn ·1 attend the lecture.
''When people such as Steve
Cokely speak, st udenl s should
make an effort to attend," Francois
said. ''As black co llege students,
1he future is in our hands.
Although he made an excellent
speech,if students do not come ,
the speech was that much more
ineffective.''

Fast Facts About The Campus Pals:
The Campus Pals organization was founded in 1946.
The Campus Pals are comprised of sophomores, juniors, and
seniors.

tice-presidential candidate Erik
DeShields. Mr. Grant stayed to lisThe Campus Pals coordinate events for incoming freshmen.
ten to the candidates answer questions about the issues of the campaign.
pals.
Although there were
By Sydney Hall
The Campus Pals currently have 72 members.
One.of the major issues covered
some rumors circulating about
Hilltop Staff Writer
was the need to strengthen the
a problem with the selections
sense of commonality and unity
The Campus Pals are all volunteers.
After a vigorous application ~rocess, and some candidates
among blacks attending Howard.
process, t8 new 1 members
elt that they were slighted .
Most of the slates well repreJoined the Campus Pal organi- Phaylen Abdullah, the vice
sented their proposed solutions to
zation. This group is known chairman of the organization,
this issue as well as other issl1es
dJ
such as economic empowernlC11t ·• ,. p~imarily fqr their a~iivi1ies ..•
that allow freshmen 10 tneet
,
-. .
and campus security. Some or the
each oth_er and become familiar
solutions offered for the econon1ic
.c . ,
plight of Howard students were an
;~~:heir new home away from
appeal to develop student
The newest pals, eight
entrepreneurial resources, and a
Q :::-,
females and IO males, were - - - - - - - - - - - - plan to stimulate stronger ties and
chosen from a pool of 135
promote cooperation between local
said, ''There was no controverapFlicants.
Each
prospective
businesses and the Howard studen1
pa had to fill out an application sy. Sometimes people are not
body.
and obtain reco1nmendations chosen who felt that they ,
Later that evening, Mr. Grant
from both a pal and a teache r. should have been, but we had
elaborated on his reasons for visitAll candidates were granted an no controversies.''
ing H.oward . One reason he gave
The Campus Pals have been
inter view. From there, they
was ''to meet with Pre si dent
were evaluated on personality, a part of the campus since
Franklyn Jenifer and the ad1ninisresponsibility, and how well 1946. Their main goal is to cretration of Howard to discuss an
they co uld interact with par- ate a fun atmosphere for incoming freshmen in the beginning
issue raised by Julius Bailey durents.
ing his internship under me in
''We were in intervi ews all of the fall semester. Pals spend
'London concerning the establishweek, and it was really hard many hours during this time to
ment of a Howard University intertrying to be fair tO everyone," organize activities like their ice
national campus," Grant said.
said campus pal
Dallas cream soc ial s, tours of
Washington D.C., and a trip to
Mr. Grant sa id he enjoyed the
Jackso11.
·
speakout. ''I liked the oratorical
After first eliminations, the Kings Dominion. All the se
quality of the speeches of the ca11·
executive board and Tadia efforts are mad.e to make fresh ~
didates and the high caliber of the
Whitner, seleclion committee men feel comfortable in their
students present to participate in
coordinator, picked the new new environment.
the speak.out,"

''It was really
hard trying to be
fair to everyone,''
Dallas Jackson
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Awareness forum
educates students
'
about sexual ~ealth
By Marvin Dantley
Hilltop Staff Writer

J'

cuity is the use of a condom .. We
will be giving out 3,000 condoms
during this event to further
Last Friday, the 5th annual emphasizethat message.''
Howard University Sexua1
Torrence Montgom ery, a
Health
Awareness
Day sophomore, said, ''People need to
(HUSHAD) was held. The pro- be more aware about AIDS. It is
gram was targeted at Acquired good to see people coming out to
Immune Defeciency Syndrome show their support and bring
(AIDS) awareness and the event about this openness.'' ·
attracted ·a full compliment of
Debbie Moultry, a senior, said,
students and faculty to the ''It is important to spread the
Armour J. Blackburn University word about AIDS; if you can't
Center.
abstain, use a condom.''
According to Gregg Hueyne,
Dr. Peggy Valentine, ljoward
HUSHAD chainnan, "This pro- director of National Minority
gram started five years ago in the AIDS Information and Education
School of Medicine with the mis· program, working with a grant
sion of -bringing together the from the Center for Disease
University and local communi- Control, gave a lecture concernties' in an enhanced awareness
of ing AIDS.
,
information about AIDS. With
She said, "Changes needed to
the publicity of the Magic be made in behavioral and health
Johnson situation and the beliefs. Teenagers feel that they
advancements in AIDS research, are above reproach. A research
the public needs to beinformed. study done in Oregon brought
The only protection for promis- about a great concer n for

Students examined literature in Blackburn Center designed to teach about Acquired Immune Defeciency Syndrome.
teenagers who particapate in high
risk sexual activity without protectionand without the awareness
of their high risk behavior. It is
very hard to cha nge sexual
behavior.''
One solution Dr. Valentine
suggested was ''the reason-reaction theory, whereby, teenagers

focus on tpings they value, such
as, training peers to train other
peers with HIV to start speaking
out on the value of safe sex or
abstaining.''
Roberta McLeod, Director of
lhe Blackburn Center, added,
''The University is committed to
the total education of our youth

and AIDS education is on the
priority' list. I personally beleive
that it is oriticalhere at this
University , and in the black
community because daily conversations with many students
leads me to believe that manyheterosexual male and female
students feel they are safe if

they do not engage in homosexual acts, use' intravenous drugs
or have multiple partners. They
are so very wrong. What happened to Magic Johnson
shocked some people of the
community, but others continue
to play ' Ru ssian Roulette'."
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ALL ABO UT BUSINESS: The
Hbward U11i\1 c rsi1y School of

Business (1-I USB) Recruiters was
founded in 1l1i.: fall of 1991 b)' M rs.

Bemade11e Tcrr) -\Villi:11ns. director
1

of adn1issio11 s a11d rcl·rt1i1r11cnt i11 tlie

sc hool. It s 111issio11 is to ''actively
recruit the best and brightest high
sc hool se 11 iors in the country and
abroad."' Tt1e rccrtiitcrs IT)' to bri11g
the crea111 of tl1e crop 10 "the

Mecca:· The HUSB Recruiters ha\'C
10 1ne1110CP.>. led b)' Cla) ton Sinclair
Ill . Tl1e rccrt1iters 11 11 ~\vcr questions
:1bot1t the U11i\'Crsil)'· provide C<lrnpus tours as "'ell as totirs of the
School of Bt1 ,i ness. co111n1unica1c
v. ith higt1 sl·t1ool gt1id:1ncc coun1

selors. ;ind

vi~it prcJ~pcctivc

s1ude111s

in recrtiiter s· l10111et(>v.•n high
sc hool s. If you \vould like to
bet·ome a me111ber of the HUS B
Recruiters. co11t;1c1 Bcn1adc11e Terry
\Villia1ns ir1 1l1e Sel1ool of Busi ness
S1udent Sen•ices Office. Roo111 222.
or call lier at 806-1576.

•

CELEBRATE LIFE: Celebrate
Black Hi story Month with the
National City Christian church.
Several differen! opportunities are
being niadc av:tilabl e 10 111c111bers
arid friends to rccogr1 izc 1l1c l1i stor)'
and participa1c in the or1going presence of 1od ;1\•~ Afric:1r1-Ar11crican
ct1l!t1re. 011c sut·t1 offcrir1g wi ll be :t
special progr;11n at 5 o"clock on
Sunda)'. Feb. 2.1 \\·here the)' \\•ill feature 1l1c 70-\•oice Gospel Cl1oir of
1t1c S;1int Atigu:-.tine C:ttl1olic Ct1urcl1
pcrfor111ing ··up Fro111 Sla\•ery:·
Tickels arc StO per person. and are.
a\'ailable fro1n tl1e clrurcl1 office. For
ft1rtl1er ir1fon11a1io11. co11tact Paul E.
Fitzgerald at (202) 2.12-0.123.

get cuts

we have Jost people in the process. So not
By Thomas W. Wright Ill
only did we lose people, we didn't get an
Hilltop Staff Writer
increase. So, therefore, we are working with
less people trying to perfonn more tasks and
The installation of a new computeri zed suppon more hours than we were in the past,
card ca1alogue is about the only good new.s which is really a cru nch," sa id Associate
in the future of the Founders library. The Director of Academic Computing Services,
poor condition of'equ ipment and facilities in Vancito A. Wallace.
the U11iversity's main library will likely
Wallace said because of this ''budget
remain as u11iversity officials expect fewer crunch'', Academi c Computi ng Service's
repair dollars.
repair personnel have been reduced to a staff
According to Dr. Ann Knight Randal l, of.two people who are overburdened.
di rector of University libraries, what might
Budget cuts are also the reason there is no
appear to be signs of neglect or indifference lab assistant or second printer, a complaint
to the library's ex isting condition by the of many students, Wallace said. Plans fo r
adn1inistration, is really a budget problem.
the installation of the new computer lab on
··in recent years, given our commitment the Undergraduate Library's first floor have
to bringing up a computerized catalogue, been halted.
we've reitlly found ourselves in a si tuation
However, the fact that Fou nders and
where we can't afford to buy equipment. So, Und erg raduat e Libraries as well as
the primary thing that we do is spend a lot on Academic Compu1ing Services have experimaint11i11ing what we have ,'' sa id Randall. enced cuts in the budget does not pacify disShe predicted that for the fiscal year 1992- satisfied students.
93, Founders' budget would be even leaner,
''While l'n1 in the typing room, there's
less than the $300.000 they received this always a· problem erasing on the typewriter
year for repp.irs on equipment.
and it happens to many studen1s while I'm
Al FounMers Library, a major problem, there," Kearney said.
Slltdents sa id.is the upfeep of equipn1ent
'' I've heard other people in the computer
such as copy machines and comcatalogues. 1ab in the Undergraduate Lib.rary , Sublevelln the Undergraduate Library, the typewrit- 2 complain about the system. Pt!op le are
ers arid compu ters in lhe Academic fru strated over t,ypewriters because they
Con1puti11g Service Undergraduate Typing don't have correction ribbons or either they
Lab are cited as problems.
don't print,'' Fuller said.
''I remember an occasion when I \Vanted
When confron ted with student com10 copy a music score to show to my profes- plaints, Dr. Randall replied, '' I have worked
sor and I was unable to do that, because all at other libraries in the past and the breakfive copy machines were out of order," said down of equipment has always been a probJaime Kearney, a music history major.
lem. The University has repair personnel
''This past Saturday, I tried to use the that are responsible for the upkeep of IBM
con1cat<llogues, and out of six machines, typewriters and we have vendors we can call
011!)' 011e \vorked. For the money we pay to service the copy machines who come out
here at Ho,vard the equipment should be in within 24 hours for repai rs." As far as siuservice at all times." said Kirsten Fuller, a dent complaints 3.bout the facilities
broadcast productions major.
Academic Computing Services offers,
With a11 expected decrease in the library 's Wallace welcomes student input.
budget. equipment problems could continue
''St udents are free to come and air their
becau se the library's top priority is the grievances at an open forum held monthly at
inst<1llatior1 and integration of a computer- our Cotnputer Users' Meeting. It's good to
Hilltop File Photo
ized catt1logue system known as Sterl ing air concerns. My office is always open for
na111ed in l1onor of Sterling A. Brown. a for- students to come in and speak with me about Finding books in Founders Library or the Undergraduate Library could
111er dean of the College of Arts and problemstheyarehavingwithourservices," become a bit easier by the end of this year. A new computerized card
Sciences.
Wallace said. He said a suggestion box in catalogue is due to be installed in the Un ivesity library system. The
Thi s 11e\\ computerized catalogue system the compu1er labs have also proven effec- new catalog will enable students to access at any of the University
will facilitate research for sluden1s and the tive.
libraries. However, a budget cruch will leave other problems unsolved.
public by pro\•iding access to all the materi''To solve the problem, I think the adminals O\v11ed by all the Unive rsity libraries. The istration needs to consider supplying the typ- mir1or problems that affect the facilities and tio11ing a11d tl1al students aren't h~ving probcomc;1talogues will be replaced by thi s new ing room with the proper supplies that a typ- ·can fix the equipment. I'm not talki11g about le111s ... Fuller s:1id.
computerized catalogue system by the end of Ing room should have because there have 1najor things, but something as simple as fix·· Right no\v. v.'e are jus1 limping along.
1992.
been many times in which we have asked for ing the film in the comcatalogue machine.·· We g:e t ch<1rg.ecl for everything, sec urity,
Ac<1den1ic Co111pt1ting Services officials some erasable ribbons. Either no one knows said Jennifer Howard, a senior niajoring in l1ousekeeping--everything. When students
said budget cuts are also responsible for the.. __w,bere to get.them~ or i.Lw.e...do get ribbons, broadcasl journalism .
ask for additional hours in the library during
existing condi1_i.211.2f the typi11g room in the.. j 6Q. one knQW~ how to put them on." said
··1 think they needo'to rfixieverything ttrJt • final S' ri111e-. the\· don't realize that it also
Undergradltate [ilifary, Sublevel-2.
· J<eamey.
is nol working. They should also ht1ve t·osts u:-. 111or1e)',·' Ra11dall said.
''As far :1s I know. \~1e haven't had a bud-~.. . ''I thirtk that Founders should hire cotnpe- someone in the computer lab on <1 reglilar
get incre•1se i11 the last tl1ree years. And plus. tent personnel that are knowledgeable about bas is to inake sure the equipment is func-

7
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TED KOPPEL

VISITS H.U.:

Ted Koppel. ABC Ne,,· ~ Nightlir1c
anchorn1:1r1. wi!l di;tlOi.!lte with
Hov.•:1rd Uni\ Crsity studc11is. facult y
:1nd staff on Tuesda)' 111oming. Feb.
25. at I l a.m. in Roorn 300A of
Founders Libr:ll)'. Mr. Koppe l \Vas
in,·ited b)• 1t1e Ar111er1bcrg Honors
Progr11n1 in 1l1e St·hool of
Co111munica1ion" All 111e1nbcl) of the
HO\\>ard Uni\'Crsit)' co111munity and
1he ge11cr<tl jJllblic are wclcorne.
1

'

Students Protest Proposal to Ban
Race-Based Scholarships
•

WAS HI NGTON. DC (NSNS)
A Departn1 ent of Edt1catio11
proposal th;1t would elitninate
federally. r;:\ce-exclL1sive sc l1ol arships /1ad ignitecl ;:1 stor111 of
prote st fro111 s1udcnt s and
minority ;1d\1ocacy groL1ps alik_e.
wl10 cl1;1rgc th e ptoposal is
racist and p<>litically 111otivated.
The 11e\v propo sa l by
Secretary of· Education La111<1r
Alexander st11tes 1!1at federally
f'unded. race-exclusive scholar-

'

nized by the D.C. coalition on

Jhe Crisis in Education, will

equally so," says Alli so n in clude students form dozens
Turner, operation coordinator
for Young Americans for
Freedo1n. a nati onal organization . working wi th student s on
conservative issues. •· We
believe in a merit-based system

only-that is the only just sys·
ten1. ''
Th e educat ion department

of schools as near as Howard

University in Washington D.C.,
and as far as the University of
posed of st udent ri ghts groups

such as the Di stri cJ of
Columbia Studenl Coaltion
Against Apartheid and Racism

Act of 1964, v. hicl1 s•1ys tl1:1t
''110 person ca11 be subjec ted 10
discrimination under a11y program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.,.
''Alexander 's ruli11g on these

People, and the Un ited States

ftinded race-based scholarships
~hile grant in g except ions lo
privately funded race-based
sc holar shi ps, race-exc lu sive

Student Association (USSA) ,
expects more that 1,000 stu -

Howard University. "If yo u
don 't have scholarships exclu -

sively for students of color,
most of them won't be able to
find funding for college."

The

Department

of

Education di sa gree s with

Davis. A survey done by the

9th. many are taki ng a pro-

American

sional liaision !'or the National
Assoc·iation of Co lorecl People

ac ti ve approach during Black
H.istory Month to defeat it on

(NAACP). claims the new poli-

both national and local levels.

Education
(ACE),
the
Departmenl notes that only 4
percent of the 1. 3 million

National Student Coalition
Protest
Proposal
in
Washington D.C.

for a larger problen1- that the
financial aid has stayed the

Two demonstrations, a
weekend vigi l, and a tent ''educational c·ity'' in Wash ington,

same," says BLakey.

D'.C. on March 6th are just

While many students would
agree that the motive s behind

the proposal are not completely
altruistic, some students view
race-specil'ic scho larships as a
form of reverse discrimination.

some of the measures bei ng
taken by a nationwide coalition
of stude nt organization that

opppose the Department of
Education's policy to ban race-

specific scholarships.

•

'

•

dent in African Studies at

Cecely Blakey. the congres-

cost of go i11g to sc l1ool has
increased exorbitantly while

•

dents to participate.
scholarships created specifical"If this proposal goes into
ly by Congress, and scholar- effect, it will have a disastrous
ships needed 10 remedy proven effect on students of color,"
di$crimination. The proposal says Ray Davis, the director of
also exempts students already-· DC-SCAR and a graduate stu-

li shed in response to the !systematic exclusion of peop le of
color fron1 higher ed L1 cation, is f receiv ing race-specific scholarcleary a racist ass<tult 011 affir- ships and prov ides a fou r-year
mativ e ;1ctio11:· s;1y s Robi11 waiting period for col leges to
Te111pleto11. a ju11ior studying adjust their financial aid propolitical sc ience at An1crican grams.
University <tnd director of·
While the Department of
Educatio11 for the· People, a Education insisJs t)lal the policy
1
reso urce center for educational is on ly a '' proposa l'' and open
rights in Washingto11 D.C.
for public debate until March

cy has more to do with polities
than educa tion . ''T l1is is a
political policy designed to
make minorities the ~capegoat

I

Cal ifornia at Los Angeles
(UCLA). The coalition, com·

(DC-SCAR), Education for the

scholarships, which 1vere ejtab-

'.

. The weekend protest, orga-

ships violaie .\he Civil Righl s nroposal affects only federally
1

!

'' Discri1nination on the basis
of skin co lor is not acceptable.
11nd reverse discrimination is

Council

minority students in four-year
col leges receive sc holarships
for which only persons of des-

UIOIC -

. 514 Florida Ave., N.W.
Washington. D.C. 2W>I

ignated races may ~apply.
"There are two main objec·
tives to the weekend protest,"

says DC-SCAR's Davis. " We
want to finnly indicate that students reject the proposal and

llouA: 1bc:$. •

•

•

'

,

"

s.

1:00 ~ 9:00 p.m.
<l..aiEO MONDAYS

show maximum so lidarity
between students on thi s issues
in order to create the best possible response within the report-

ing period which ends on
March 9th."

- Tapes -

-
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are fulfilling their role ·a s the talented t.e~th?
..
•

, Although m<ll)y of the educated
African- Americans are making

We're not because, not only are
we the ''talented tenth," some also
believe they are the ''privileged

So1ne are, but most aren' t
because I don't th ink people on
thi s campus :lre generally serious
abou1 learning and then pass ing
what they ha\ e leanted on to oth-

strides to fu lfill their role as the
tal ented teiit~, manY are fallin g
short by ·not uplifting their people,
educating others and supporting

te nth.'' To achieve the title of

be ing the talen ted tenth, we need
to raise our consciousness and
support each ot her.

1

ers.

Coco Worth)', senior, fashion
merchandising, Sacremento, Ca.

•

. each other. ·

•

Re nata He nderso n, se ni or,

Claudine Neysmit h, sei:iior,

marketing, Fa)'etteville, N.C.

theater
administratk>n \ ·
Brooklyn, N.Y.

•

'

••

'

'

•

•

,
•

·.

•

'

I
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~

•
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Yes, I think we are fulfilling our
role because we are advanc ing as a
people. but we are going in separate directions. It would be better
if we worked together in the black
con1111unity by pooling our talen1s
ir1 stead of givi11g the111 out to white
compa111es.

I think so, bu1 a lot more can be

done if we all work to our fullest
abilities. If we aJJ wo rk to take
care of each other, then I think
we 'd have a lot more unity and a
lot Jess dysfunction in our comrnu1111y.

•

It's hard to say, because it would
have to be measured on a histori'\al basis. Today, it's not the intel~ct of people that wields change
;:· much anymore, it's economically
based. ·

~ .·

Eric Stepney, junior, film , St.
Louis, Missouri

Oarrius Gourdine, senior, zoology, East Orange, N.J.

Cassine .Jackson, freshman,
manage1nent, Newark, N.J.

Co111pifed b)' Pa11/a iv11ite
Spea/.:011t Coordinator

'

'

Bison learn from loss
of two games in a row
Losses from A1
the Agg ies 17 points and eventually ca1ne back to take the lead
after outscoring the Aggies 26-7
during one stretch in the second
half.
Despite 1he t\vo losses tl1e Bison
displayed t\vo i111ponant at1ributes
that a champioship tea n1 111u st
ha\•e: the ability to -co n1e froin
behind on the road and the abilit)'
to play great defense even v.1hen
shots are not falling.
These a11ributes may prO\'e to be
handy when the)' co n1pe1e in
Norfolk. Virginia - the site of the
Mid Easte r11 Al lantic Conference
tournament.
,
··our shootin g perte11 tage has
been down. we're mi ssi r1g to many
Jay -up s and freethro\vs ... sa id
Senior guard Martin Huckaby. ··Jf
we can put it togetl1er <tnd play a
whole 40 r11i11ute s tl1en we'll be
straight."
Perhaps the biggest story J1as to
be the perfom1a11ce of All-MEAC
candidate Julius McNe il v. !10 has
been struggling of late.- Although
1

he led all B'i son scorers ag ain st
South Caroli na Stare with 12
point s and JO rebounds he only
made 5 of 16 shots from the floor.
1
Agai~ s t A & T McNeil shot
poor! )' as1well going 6-18 from the
floor as l1is 13 points was only outdone by A & T 's Senior guard
Bobb y Mit i:; hel l whose 3-point
shot with just seconds remaining in
the gan1e. McNei l is shooting a
n1iserable· 32% from the floor in
his last two games.
As the Bi son finish up their·regular seaso11 at ho111e with games
against Morgan State University
(tom morrow at 8:00p.m. ) and
Delaw:1re State (Februa ry 27) it
will be i11teresting to see l1ow this
tean1 v. ill bounce back.
I ·· Hopefully, thi s [lo sing] will
cl1t1nge our pers pective ," said
Senior forw:1rd Kelsey Sturdivant.
f·We c:1n learn t'ron1 this. We need
to s1ay focuse d on our last two
ga111es because we definately have
to win the1n ..

I

... .,_..,

.The mnstreusable piece ofplastic on ca1npus~
.···· ~ -· . •
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Candidates make
motives known
•

The AT&T Calling Cani will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from almost
•

•

'

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. Its the least expensive·way
•

••

\

••

..•

.' .

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. 0 And now you could also get 1096 back on all ·

Candidates from A1
outside of the Howard community.
One of the quC:s1ions was whether or
not HUSA Community Outrea ch
should be a service or a responsibility. All candidates agreed that it is a
responsibi lity. and Ju lius Bailey,
presiden tial candidate. said it is a
''synthesis or both.''
Vice presidential candidate Tene
McCoy said, ''It's time to pick them
up and give them some of what we
have. That is basically synergy: that
is to love and care for the1n."
In co ntrast, Wil liam ·· s o''
Martin, vice presidential candidate.
pointed ou t 10 stude nts that they
should not talk about unity or synergy because it hasn't been seen yet.
''African-Americans are usual ly
the las t hired , and fir st fired ,"
Marti n sa id . .Donald Jeari and
William Martin hope to stop biologica l ge noci de agai nst AfriC'"anAmericans th rough their platfonn.
In regard to how their slates are
bal ance d, Bai ley cited a li st or
accqmpli shm ents achieved by hi .~
slate for HUSA and tied then1 up as

' .

•

•

•

.

•

''the power of experience.
McCoy said. '' He [Ivan Hopkins]
knows how to make the rnoney, and
I know how to spend it.''
The undergraduate trustees took
advantage of the few opportun ities
th ey l1ad to addre ss the crow d
through rl1e1oric and ··anti-rhetoric."
When asked about how she felt
about cable being 1nade available in
TJ1e Quad and Drew Hall , undergraduate tru stee candidate Kal i
Jones stre ssed the importance of
look ing beyond this luxury.
''Let 's talk about air condi tioning in Meridian . we need to start
with the basics," she said.
Donald Jean took the point even
fu rther when he re spo nded to a
question abou t Howard's comm itment to national and international
events.
''Howard University is a microcos1n cif a macrocosm. How can we
foc us on our petty issues when our
people might not survive the 21st
Century?''

•
•

'

•

'

the long distance calls you make with your card.' D Of course when you µse your CalJing Carri, you'll
.•.,

'

•

•

•

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D So, as you see, theres
I

••

,

•

'

•

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling· Cani in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Qill 1800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
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Community Outreach Survey
.

Please circle your classification: fres hm an , sophomore

.

1un1or

•

senior

1. How Important is community involvement to you? (circle one)
Very important
Important
Not very important
Could care less

Was~l~gton, D.C. area while you study at Howard~

2. How responsible do you feel towards assisting Blacks in the
,
(circle one )
Very responsible
Somewhat responsible A litt le respons ible

Not responsible in th e least

3. In what type of community oriented programs have y ou ey~r participated? (check all that apply)
_work in a soup kitchen
donate clothes
contribute money _youth development
_.other (please describe): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

4. Do you fe el \Vork in and for the community is a ''scr•1ice'' or ''respo nsibl ity ?'' (check one )
_ Community service
Community responsib ity

•

•

5. If community outreach became required for graduation wou ld you :
_complain about too many credits _ do it because it's a must
_ look forward to being a positive ro le model for

•

youth

immediately volunteer yourse lf

_ · othe r (please describe) :_ _ _ _ __

~---

6. With which type. of volunteer programs would you be willing to help? (check all that apply)
_Caring for border babies
_Tutoring
~ Vo l unteering with Big Brother/Big Sister program
_Organizing weekend field trips for area youth
Donating funds to community outreach programs
_Working on HUSA Community Outreach projects
Assisting with public relations
_ Other (please describe) :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Are you interested in Community Outreach? If so, let us know who you are ...

Name:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __
PhoneNo: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ __ __

0YE5! I want to work NOW!!!

'

The Science
.and Environmental
Reporting Program
An intensive. 48-credit program leading to an M.A. with a
specialization in journalism and a Certificate in Science and
Environmental Reponing. Applications are now being accep1ed
for me fall 1992 semester. Preference is given to students
holding bachelor's degrees in natural science. GRE's are
required.
For further infonnation, return the coupon or call (212)

998-7970.

nRK
~

New Yort Univeniiy
Faculty of Arts 1111d Science
Science .rid Environmental Reporting Program

.JO_Wuhing1on Place
New YOfk, N.Y . 10003
Please !!end mC more

infonn~tion

The Hilltop has immediate

•

•

. I

openings for the following
OSI•t•ron

about your PJ'l?gl'lllTl.

NAME

SCHOOi. cu• •ENn v

A TTE.~ OING

, , .. YO<\ Ln 1>'<nlt) " "" aff1"1WIV< 0<1l0111'<1jual oppot!Unlly ......... _

•1

l/ IOllll

.

•

:lJejkf~p PubAjhin'}
S ta t ioncry / Lcttc:rbcad

T c.rm Papers

Clip Art

Rc'aumca

' .

F lyer• '

Scanned lmasc•
(202) 3 19- 9 3 7 9

K e ith D. Lee

,

Campus Editor
,Staff writers

Interested persons should apply at
The prices will be Hilltop offices located at 2251
lower a:Q.d the
Sherman Avenue NW in the Howard
quality will be
Plaza Towers West . . Open to first
better than Kinko's qualified only. Only committed,
or Howard,Copy's responsible persons should apply. For
more
info1
n1ation,
please
contact
or take 25% off
George
Daniels
at
202-806-6866.
your order
•

•

•••
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•
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'
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•
•
•
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•
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Three Tiine.'s the Charm

'

,

•

'

---

•

•
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viction is less about nine hour. deliberations and genital abrasions as
it is about
•
voice-women's voice-and responsibility-men's responsibility. Tyson's
attorneys to9k great pains to' paint the
yourig l;loxer as an aggreSsiv.e sexual
entity in order to show that the beauty
pageant contestant knew what she was
getting into when she went to Tyson's
hotel room. It is all about responsibility;
Was Tyson responsible in his conduct or
should others realize that he (or all men)
are not responsible for their behavior
and should be treated as such? Mike
Tyson was merely the messenger-carrying a self-destructing message- that
men will be held accountable for their
urges and their actions and that they will
no longer be grantee! carte blanche to
expand th ei r realm of power at the
expense of women.
Beyond th e legal ity of- guilt · or innocence, beyond even the fact of consent or
not, how many times could American
women, black as well as white, be slapped
down and dismissed? How many times
could their allegations be wiped clear and
totally di sregarded? How many times
could they be violated, either mentally or
physically, while the perpetrators go about
with nothing but encouragement to do
more of the same? It is about time that
women, women's bodies, women's rights
and women's live s be taken seriously.
Enough is enough 1
.. _ -,

In the middle of February, Black History
Month, have we really come to appreciate
and see how our history fits into our present and into our future? Black history is
a history of our people, our-leaders. taking
the-helm and fighting for those of who
needed help most of all. We must remember that same sentiment and be ready to
heed the call of the neediest members of
our community, those closest to the edge
and about to fall off.
From way up-on this Hilltop high, it may
be hard to always see the needs of our
community, the real and most dire needs
of our community. Here is where we need
our history most. The example that has
historically been set is one of the leaders
leading the masses, all of the masse s,
those at the top of the mass aqd those at
the bottom of the mass.
Now, however, the black community
has become stratified. There have arisen
those who are willing to go down into
the depths, and those who are willing to
give money for those who go down into
the depths. (To say nothing of those

·v

who idly sit by and watch.) While
everyone has there own special abilities
to contribute to the struggle, we must
contribute someth ing to the struggle.
There are members of our community
who are dying; members of our community for whom progress means nothing;
members of our community who share
none of the gains that we as a people
have made and are making daily. The
sad fact is that the ranks of the disinfranchised may be growing faster than that
of those most able to help.
As James Weldon Johnson pointed out in
a recent "Q uote of the Week": a race.
should be judged not by the worst it has
produced, but by the best it has produced.
Shouldn't part of the best we have to produce be the insurance that we all may pro·
duce to the best of our abilities? What is
our purpose if not to ensure that all of us,
that even the least of us, share in the
progress to which we all contribute and
the destiny toward which we are all destined?

To History, Our Historian
His story became our history. He took
us back to our roots. ·And last week on
Monday, we past him on to history.
Whether it was· The Autobiography of
Malcolm X, published in 1965, or Roots:
The Saga of an American Family, published in 1976, Alexander Palmer Haley
was more than a black· author or histori.
an. Through those two books, Haley
_ chronicled AMERICAN history, a history that included black s in fact, but
excluded us in recollection .
From his grandmother's front porch in
Henning , Tennessee to The Gambia,
West African, Haley brought hi story to
life, and in doing so, provided ' us with
the sustenance to go and create our own
future. As the title implies; Roots is
more than a personal, historical account

I

•
•

•

What is' Our Purpose?

•

'/

'

How many times did they think they
could·get away with it? In spite of Anita
Hill's testimony, Clarence Thomas was
still confirmed. in spite of Patricia
Bowman's allegations, William Kennedy
Smith still enjoys the privileges of being a
Kennedy. In spite of the Miss Black
America contestant's testimony and bruis·
es, Mike Tyson... Not so fast there. He
will not be getting off so easily.
The Indianapolis jury (eight men and
four women with two black jurors) deliberated the evidence for nine hours before
finding Tyson guilty of rape and two
counts of criminal deviate conduct. How
interesting it is that this jury wciuld find
credible the testimony of an 1 8-~ear-old
. college freshman while previous panels
had ruled against the accusations of a
Yale-educated attorney and Jaw p,rofessor,
and the testimony of a Palm Beach mother
of one. How interesting it is that previous
panels saw fit to exonerate a Supreme
Court justice nominee and a wealthy heir,
while this jury chose to convict a rags-toriches boxing star. Mike Tyson was simply the wrong man at the wrong time.
Hopefully, Tyson's conviction will put
the nail in the coffin of the arrogance
with which men prance about and expect
women to meet their sexual desires,
whether willing or not. Hopefully,
Tyson's conviction will breathe life into
women's sense of control they have over
their lives and their bodies. Tyson's con-

,

of Haley's family lineage, it is the story
of an An1erican family, any American
family, our own American family. His
roots became our roots. It showed our
common origin and bound us together to
a common future.
Who's to say whether it is ironic or
unfortunate that we should lose Alex
Haley. during February, Black History
Month. However, some connection cannot help but be made. He died a historian in a month when we celebrate our history. He extended our history beyond
the Civil Rights movement, beyond the
Harlem
Renaissance,
beyond
Re co nstruction, even beyond these
shores. And now, he has become a part
of that history. We shall miss him dear1y, but we will remember him more.
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The Power of the Vote you cou ld not help but to policies here at Howard
stumble O>Jer the voting
booths. Let's face it, it only

In a little less than a month,
the validated students of
Howard University will be
asked to cast their votes for
the next President of the
Howard University Student
Association. Students from
the College of Fine Arts to
the college of Medicine ,
inclusive of all the disciplines
that Howard has to offer, will
hopefully take full advantage
of their university sanctioned
civic duty.
Keeping with tradition, this
event prompts excuses such
as: "I didn't see the polls in
my school," "I don 't hav e
time," or "They voted on the
wrong day! " All of these

takes a few minutes, perhaps

between classes. to present
your validated certificate and
VOTE for the candidate of
your choice. It takes less
time than donating blood and
it is not nearly as painful.
In 1906, W.E.B. Duboi s
said, "[W]ith the right to vote
goe s everything: freedom,
manhood, the honor of your
views, the cRastity 6f your
daughters, the right to work,
and the chance to rise; Jet no
man listen to those who deny
this."
What Dubois was al luding
to is that if we, as blacks in
1'

••

excuses are without merit , America, are to achieve any-

knowing full well that every thing by working within the
time you enter any of the aca- system we must ut ilize the
demic buildings on campus, vote. If we are to secure the
•
change of adm ini strative

University, we must vote. If
we would like to see a
change in financial aid policies, the hours at Founder's
Library, the quality of faculty
and· the existing grading
policies, we must vote. We
must vote not only to fulfill
our duty to the capstone of
higher education, but to also
ensure the proper administra· '.
tive maintenance of Howard
1111
in years to c6rile: 1 .;
Jn conclusion, 11Would cHallenge all validated Howard
student s to exercise the ir
right to vote; not simply to
attaiQjfreedom or manhood,
not to challenge the right to
work, or not even the chance
to rise, but to commit a vest·
ed interest in the future of
our Mecca, our capstone, our
Howard University.
Armand L. Jones.

We Welcome Your Letters and Comments

THE HIUTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, admini strators. staff.
students and alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.

We publish only material addressed to us. We routinely edi1 letters for space and correct errors
of style, spelling and punctuation. Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signed, complete
with full address and telephone number.
The opinions ex:presseO on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP_ are solely the views of the
Editorial Board, and do not neccessari ly reflect the opinion s of Howard University, its administration.
THE HIUTOP Board or the students'.
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20059
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uprem.e ourt's
ortion ase
TANYA ACKER
The Supreme Court's decision to
review a Pennsylvania abortion
law shou ld come as no surprise;
the past decade has seen the disintegration of rights on a number of
levels, .and there is lit1le question
as to whether the ultra-conservative Court will 1ake full advantage
of the opportunity to further chip
away at Roe 11• Wade. Th e
Pennsylvania !aw is one of the

most restrictive in the country, and
should the Court rule it constitutio nal . states' power to restric t

•

Chances are
a decision will
be reached by
late June or
early July,
thus pushing
the issue to
the forefront
of the 1992
presidential,
•
campaign.

I

women's access to legal and safe

I l

' ,

,

I

abortions will be sorely jeopardized. Not only does it require
parental consent for minors, but it
also mandates tha1 women be provided with information about alternatives to abortion, after which
time there mu~t ,be . '\ i4;ll,Otj( W,aiting period before the operation is
performed. Moreover, until last
year, the law also required that
husbands be notified before an
abortion was performed, but this
section was struck down by the
united States Court,of Appeals for
the Third Circuit in Philadelphia.
( By the way , the penalty for
women who clai1ned to have provided such notice , but did not was
up to a. year in jail.) The Court 's
decision on this case, however, is
fairly predictable. With fo ur of the
nine justices (Rehnqui st, White ,
Scalia, and Kennedy) having stated that they would be willing to
overturn Roe v. Wade, two of its
staunches t supporters (Brennan
and Marshall ) having retired, and
Sandra Day O'Connor danc ing
somewhere in-between, it's fairly

I
'

• ·I

ac
Duynne L. Jones

obvious that states· rights are
So like it or not. it appears that it
going to take precedence over might just ,boil down to who does
those of women.
the best job of stuffing the ballot
I could spend a whole lot of ti111e
box. B11t why go through all the
talking about the consequences of trouble? I'm sure t!1e pov. ers that
th is sort of neo-fascism (excuse
be l1ave tnore efficient means of
that bit of extremism) but there
decicling sucl1 in1po11ar1t issues ....
really isn't much new to say on tl1e
Heads or t11ils?
~
subject. (I do, however re1nember
someone saying once that '' ... if 1011)'<1 AL·ke1· i.<i a g1·<1cl11ati11.~
men cou ld get pregnant , abortion
Sl'11io1· i11 tl1e College of A1·1s a11d
would be a ~acrame11 t." The Pope , Sc·ie11ces .
I'm sure, has no ccln1ment.) While
I t·ind those pro-choice acli\ ists
who applaud women enteri11g
abortion clinics almost as insensitive as Randall Terry's hyn1nsinging Operation Rescue fanatics.
the fact is that the battle-lines are
drawn, and no amount of prosely..
'
. .
t1z1ng on anyone s part is going to
make 111uch of a difference.
The Supreme Court's ruli11 g.
however, will. Chances are a decision will be reached by late June or
early July, thus pushing the issue
to the· forefront of the 1992 presidential campaign. President Bush,
ho\\ ever, would like nothing less.
ha\ ing jumped back and fonh on
the issue and now occtipying ;1
posi1ior1 so far to tl1e rig!1t tl1;11 lie
is certain t0 alienate those voters
who <Ire opposed to stri11 gent
restrictio11s on a \\'Or11;111' s rigl1110 <1
legal abortion (iL is Ille)'. b) 1l1e
wa)'· \Vho con1prise a r11<1jority).
A-. the i~"itlc \V<I" a clel·i.; ive fc1c.'\()f
ir1 ti1e 19~9 Virginia <lilt! !\'e\\'
Jersey guber11atorial r;1ces , spearheading the Democratic victories
in both states, it aln1ost cenain that
Bush will eventually adopt a rnuc!1
more moderate position. Pro choice activists, on the other ha11d.
interld to capitalize off of a !1eightened awareness of the isstie. n1obi'
lizi ng public support for passage
'
of Federal legislation that would
.. ~·····-···
·~ ,..
,,_,. ,,,,, ~. ,,,J,
, ......
1 ,~afe~u1ar.9 . ~b?pi,o~ rigl~~'~ "a11d Jrre- , .
· vent states fron1 11npos1ng restr1c- ·
tions. Meanwhile; the Democrats
finally have a cause.
Wha t appears to me to be so
obscene is that such a private issue
has catapulted to the forefror1t of
the national agenda. The fate of
millions of women is soon to be
debated, however passionately. by
a group of men who will ne\ er be
as personally affected as the scores
of us they claim ·to represe111.
Were We a nation of realists, it
would quickly be noted that no
arnount of legis latio11 is goi11g to
stop the practice of abortio11: it will
merely make it unsafe. and even
deadly. But then , we all know that,
' it 's just a questio11 of who c<1res.
.,
(Oh, I forgot. No proselytizing
,- ' • <'\'
this time.)
1

Submit your
opinions to The
Hilltop.

1

US human and civil rights groups
are accusing lhe Bush administration of applying a double standard in
its treatment of Haitian refugees and

are calling for a halt to the repatria-

r
'

'

i

'

tion of the boat-people at the
Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba.
Amid allegations of beating, tOrtug: and killings, which forced many
Haitians to after the September
1991, new allegations are surfacing
of recently returned Haitians being
tar.&eted for human rights abuses.
Many of these humanitarian organizations, which have consistently
opposed the forced repatriation of
the boat people, believe the decision
to return the Haitians now has more
to do with politics than with any
improvement in the terror that has
existed in Haiti since the coup.
. Since the Supreme court ruled on
January 31 that the administration
could deport Haitians, some 1,000
have been returned with perhaps
another 14,000 awaiting repatriation. The refugees claim that the
political climate in Haiti is forcing
them to leave since perceived supporters of deposed President
Aristide have been routinely targeted by the military and beaten, tortured and in some instances killed.
Joan Huguenard of the
Washington Office on Haiti said she
believes the Haitians are being targeted, especially since those being

•

Black is voting, not just for the
whites. Through blood and toil ,
we fought for our rights. We've
slipped and we've sli d in every
way, just to be where we are today.
''I have a dream'' once a great man
had said while watching my people laying dead. I dreamed we
have built this country from rocks
and stones while breaking our precious backs and cones. The time
has come for us to be as we struggle and stride for peace and unity.
For the night is through, and the
dawn has come, for us to stand

:~;··;;.

freedom through love and hope.
With this freedom we know we
can cope.

Black is being able to show love,
not like the one that created us up
above. Black is not saying, ''If it's
not white than it 's not right'', but
black is saying power and love
with great delight!

Black is beautiful in every way.
All you have to do is be yourself
today. Black is not 'Yanting to be
white, but only searching for what
is right. Black is knowing that you
are somebody in the lord, yourself,
and soc iety.

Black is knowing the sky is the
limit climbing and climbing miles
per minute, achieving, and overcoming without despair knowing
there is no1hing we can't bear.
Black is being proud of you.
Knowing there is nothing you Cannot do. Sweating and pushing on
and on, knowing that it is something worth the yaw n. Black is
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and has n1aintained that the boatpcople are ''economic'' rather than
political refugees. At a hearing of
the House Foreign Affairs committee, Secretary of S1ate James A.
Baker, III refuted suggestions that
returned Haitians
face reprisals, and
,.
said there was not one documented
case of a returned Haitian being targe ted.
However the State
Department may now be changing
its position following new allegations of ill-treatment frOJll a number
of repatriated Haitians. A small
group of Haitians who fled and were
returned and fled again have been
allowed to remain at the
Guantanamo Naval base to pre ss
their claim for asylum.
Men1bers of th e US House of
Represerltatives voted before they
recessed last week to halt ttte repatriations, but it is believed thi s measure will have little if any effect.
Americas Wa'tch, a New Yorkbased h:u_m an rii.gbt s monitoring
group and the National Coalitions
for Haitian Refugees estimate that
perhaps as many as a quarter of a
million Haitians may have gone into
hiding or fled the country since the
coup. The majority remain in Haiti,
but many have crossed the mo4ntains into the Dominican Republic,
despite that country's history of111treatment and expulsion of Haitians.
Tl1e tt>
riter· is a sopho"1ore i11 the
Sl·hool r1fCon1n111r1ication~·.
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Kimberly Y. Taylor
Did Lee Harvey Oswald murder

John F, K•nnedy, or was JFK 's
murder part of ,a government cortspiracy? Was JFK 's murder really
a result of a single crazed man's
incidence of were others involved?
One might conclude that the JFK
murder incident is irrelevant now.
Others might add that we cannot
bring back what's gone-JFK. Is
that the issue that we are trying to
establish though? Is the issue
based on who killed JFK or is it a
case of wh ite col lar crime-the
government taking our money and
putting it in their pockets?
Not only is th e government
receiving a ''fat'' paycheck, which I
might add, comes from us, but they
are also receiving fund s underhandedly. Think about it. The
gove rnment obvious ly play s a
large part in the drug deals. Who
gets the biggest deal, the government or the mafia? You guessed
rig ht . In order for the mafia 's
deals to remain in secrecy, they
must give 0ur large sums of money
to the government. Now, do we
know this for sure? Of course not.
The media portrays us as if our
young black men are so creative
and intelligent when it comes to
crime. However, when it comes to
staying in school, raising a fam ily
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re turned are being photo,iraphed
and finger-printed by the military on
arrival. She said this is not nonnal
procedure and has only been instituted sinc e the Ha itians started
being returned. ''These people [the
Haitians] are not criminals," she
said, ''and this is a clear violation of
their rights.''
The allegations of ill-treatment are
supported by the human right s
group Amne sty International.
According to a recent Amne sty
International report, as many as
2,000 Haitians may have been killed
by the Haitian mil itary. Keith
Jennings , Director of Amnesty
International's Mid-Atlantic region
says· a double-standard becomes
very clear when one looks at the
treatment meted out to Haitians and
compares it to the treatmenl extended to Salvadorans and Cubans.
''The Salvadorans are granted 1emporary protected status," he says,
''and the Cubans are welcomed with
few questions asked. Why should it
be so different for the Haitians?''
In a statement issued last week,
TransAfrica Executive Director
Randall Robinson said the decision
to return the Haiti ans ''smacks of
political and racial discrimination, ''
and called the US immigration policy ''grossly insensitive.''
The State Department has repeatedly dismissed all egations of
reprisals against Aristide supporters

Black is thinking about what is
black to you. think about what
you're going to do. Do not settle
for anything less. Because God
won't settle fo r second best. So
strive for the top. Then you will
find, that black is truly divine!

o/ll A~\..O'vJ ., \.\~\. ~1uft- ~;.
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together and be as one! Black is
not settling for the less, but settling
for noth.ing but the best:

St.x, \~t\Dt.\\~ > 'L'ts, 'DEC£ \t !
'v./~ErE. ArE . k't C:t.l'lsor.s /
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Haitian Repatriation
Carline Windall

Black is a man and woman with
pride and no shame. With an educated mind they should bear no
pain.
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an'd becoming a role model for 9thers, the media portrays our young
black men as failing. Now, isn't

The media portrays as if our
young black men
are so creative and
intelligent when it
. "
comes to crime.
-However, when it
•
•
comes to staying in
school, raising a
family and becoming a role model for
, others, the media
portrays our young
black men as failing. Now, isn't that
odd?
that odd? Our young black 1nen,
who are supposedly dumb and failing in school, are so clever that
they ~an manipulate the \\'hole

'

gove rnment sys tem; be it the
White House admini stration, the

CIA or the FBL Damn we 're
good!
Is there a big secret behind all of

this? Wake up and read your
newspaper and ·then decide .if the
information you have read iS true.

Was JFK really murdered by Lee
Harvey Oswald or was his murder
part of a government conspiracy?

Think about it
Was Marion Barry set up? Did
Mike Tyson really rape a woman?
Did James Brown really have to go
to prison? Okay, let me ask you a
few more questions. Why is it that
the death of three men-two white,
one black-in Mississippi waS not
covered until later? Why is it that
all of our great political leaders are
assassinated? Were they trying to
establ ish a better gove rnment for
all people ? Were they trying to
finally establish peace and security
for all people?
Now I have two more questions.
Why was Jesus Christ murdered if
he was such a great person? Was
his murder really a result of a single crazed man incident? Think
about it. This could mean your
future.
, 1,..11;• •ti

Kin1be1·/y Y. Tay/01· is a st1ldent in
rl1e Sc/100/ ofCon1munications.
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Students remain undecided
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By Ruben L. Barkley
Hilltop Staff Writer
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President Bush boards Air Force One in San Diego

Primaries mark beginning
of long road to the presidency
By Marcus D. Ward
Hilltop Staff Writer
America's ongoing recession,
recent tax increases, and domestic
policy are onJy a few of the issues
on the minds of voters this election year. The search for presi·
dential candidat es officially
began Tuesday with th e New
Hampshire primary. From New
Hampshire, candidates will blaze
the trail across the U.S. with the
final stop being the Democratic
and Republican co nventio11 s in
la1e summer.

For both panies, the issues are
the same: the growing concern
over the rece ssion whic h has
slowed economic stability in the

U.S., and the recent de1eriorati o11
of domestic poliC)' are just two of
the issues voters want addressed
as primaries continue across 1he
nation.
Many critics say that with the

Th e bl ack com n1unit y mu st
begin to build resou rceful businesses which the gove rnment
mu st take int o accou nt wlien
nlakin g decisions, the professor
said. '' We h<1ve to forn1 federal
resource s and do things oursel ves. That strategy is 11ot conserv ative , it's reali stic.'' he said.
For Democrat s, thi s will be a
race for character a11d prominence
as 1he p11rty attempts to put its
first candidate in office in more
than 12 years.
Son1e feel that thi s is the first
time the Den1ocrats have presented a formidable grou p of contenders since the Carter election
in 1976. Ho\vever. such a large
anl0"1nt of Democ rat s see king
nomin ati on 111ay prove to be a set
back to the party as tl1e candidates
seek diversi,ty \\ ithin th eir own
1

1

party.

''The Den1ocratic voters may
have1 an ex.tren1el y Oiffi cl1lt time
supp,orti11g a11other Democratic
break-up of the Soviet Union, and cand idate if his is not the one chothe almost nonex istent threat of sen as the Democratic presidennuclear war, this will be the first tial non1inee,' ' Martin said. _
election in yeM)i in 'fb.ich domes-,,
'"ljhe issues on the ticket riinge
tic issues take precedence. '''This from social securi ty to nuclear
is a people cam paign ." said war. Truly. an avid supporter of
Richard Manin, professor at the domestic relations is not going to
University of Vermont and long- suppon a candidate whose main
time re search er of preside ntial focus is nuclear warfare." Martin
elections. ·
added.
''Takin g a stro11g position in
He also stated tl1at one of the
favor of nuclear warfare and mis- past di fficulties in the De1nocratic
sile construction will not win a party was finding a medium of
primary for any ca ndidate. The which all cand idates are in sUpcitizens of the U.S. have taken a port of.
back seat to foreign poli cy for
'' Democ rat s seek to cover so
almost twenty years, and they are many issues that it is hard to tell
not about 10 continue this through where th ei r focal points lie,"
another election," Martin said.
Martin said.
According to Martin, the canA!ccording to Walters, the prididates that prevail in t.he pri- maries are i1nportan1 because they
maries· will be the ones who focus serve a dual role of choosing the
on the issues at hand. Such issues candidates to represent the two
include the ri si ng rate of hi gh major parties and the delegates to
sc hool dropouts, unemployment represe11t each state. The number
and the never-ending problem of of delegates chosen depends on
drug use and di stribution.
the popu lat ion of the particul ar
"Candidates will have to be state.
direct with these issues and have
Then, the chosen few will go
an economically feasible solution on to their party's convention in
to the problems," Martin said.
late summ er. The Democrati c
Along with va ri ous other National Convention wi ll be held
groups who will be observing the in New York and for Rept.iblicans,
candidates closely will be those the convention will be held in
interest groups who represent the Hou ston.
black population. The Rainbow
Although it is the voters that
Coaliuon has already begun to make the final decision on who
give slight support to Senator will capture the presidency, the
Tom Harkin in his quest for the media play an important role in
presidency. Other groups such as the deci sio n-making process.
the NAACP and the Urban According to Walters, there are
League will rally behind candi- about 20 people seeking the presidates in an effort to gain some dency; however, the press has
cohesiveness in the black vote, chosen to focus on only a few.
and to encourage other members The press' focus on Iowa Senator
in the black community to exer- Hark in s, Arkansas Gov. Bill
cise their voting rights.
Clinton
and
forme r
According to Dr. Ronald Ma ssach usetts Senator Paul
Walters, professor in the depart- Tso nga s ha ve made the1n the
ment .of political sc ience, the fron t-runners in the polls on the
black voter turnout decreased by Democratic ticket.
five percent between 1984 and
The primaries mark the begin-

'

•

1988. "If blacks don't begin to

,.

exercise their rights ru:id demand a
voice in American politics, it
might drop another five percent,"
Walters said.
''I am suggesting that a Jot of
people might not vote. We have
to get out and organize people to
be a part of the electoral process,"
he said.
According to Walter s, th e
black community must be reliant
upon its political figure-heads to
galvanize 1the support of the black
majority. ' 'We cannot achieve our
sense of self determination without electoral power.'' he added .

ning of a long and "bloody" battle
for victory. The air waves have
been filled with rhetoric from the
candidates and the print media is
no different. Regardl ess of the
presp' influence or an1ount of
focus on it particular candidate,
th9 quality of an individual will
be idetermined by hi s ability to
address the issues which effect
the coun1ry while be ing able to
cover as much geographic ground
as poss ible.

**Eli:abeth C. Lloyd
co11t1·ih11red to this artil·le.

•

•'

Once agai11 An1erica, it's time to
du st off that voter's regi stration
card and head to the polls. Voters
across the country \\rill panicipate
in the presidential prin1aries to
decide which two candidates will
face each other in the 1992 presidential electio11.
The
De111ocratic
and
Republi can can didate s cam- .
paigned heavily i11 ''conse rvative''
New Hampsl1ire where the last pri 1nary was held and they addressed
such issues as education, defe11se,
and the state of the econoiny.
Some Howard st uden ts think
that the recessi on is the most
itnportant iss ue that candidates
should focltSon in the primaries.
·'There are too many people out
of work or bei11g laid off from failing compar1ies," said Kee mit
Hand, a junior majoring in physical therapy. ''Not only is the growing recession in the news everyday, but its effects are evident right
here in the district.''
Howard students also feel that
the media 's coverage of the primaries, thus far. has been informative and the media have been fair
to each candidate.
Eric Lane. a ju11ior majori11g in
pol itical sc ience, sa id , '' The
media have kept me in touch \Vith
the candidates and have not given
Presi dent Busl1 and hi s
Republi ca11 suppo rters all the
attention.''
The media l1<1ve been criticized
in past prin1aries for not givi ng
each candidat e equa l cove rage
and for exploit ing the personal
li ves of some candidates during
• ¥

..

•
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Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., Paul Tsongas, D·Mass., and Pat Buchanan, Republican
elections.
When asked about the media's
cove rage of Arkan sas Gov. Bill
Clinton , Lane said, ''The media
have not treated Bill Clinton any
different than the way they treated
Gary Hart in 1988."
'' lf an individual runs for president or any publi c office , their
past is going 10 bCli nvesti gated
and the candidates are fully aware
of this.'' Hand said.
Th e number of young
Americans registered non-part isan
is on tl1e rise. according to political analysts Wi lliam Getty.
Accordingly, a number of
Howard students said they do not
supp ort ·De1n ocra ti c
11or

Republican pany presidential candidates, While others have not yet
decided which candidate to support.
''Nei ther of the political parties
does anything to benefit the masses," said Tonya Kibbe, a senior
majoring in radio producti on.
Out-of-state students l1ave the
option of voti ng by absentee ballot; hO\\'ever, some students will
not be exercising that right in this
year 's primaries.
''I don 't think this year's candidates are \VOrth the 1ime <ind effort
it takes to vote away from home.
None of them appear to be trustworthy," said Kenya Abdul-Hadi,
a se11ior majoring in filin produc-

tion.
Some stude nt s said that they
would probabl y have had a greater
interest in the primaries. if Virgi nia
Gov. L. Doug las Wilder or Rev.
Jesse Jackson we re see king lhe
Democr<lfic presi dential nomination this ye11r.
President Bush fo m1ally entered
the race last Thursday, before a
cheeri ng cro~'d of republican supporters at the White House, and
n1ost students feel that Bush will
win the Republi can nomi nation.
The next stops on 111os1 candidates' ca mp aig n trails include
Maryland and Georgia to muste r
su pport for the pri111aries to be held
in the southern s1111es.

. -,
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Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas discusses issues with firelighters during campaign appearance in N.H.
.

A Primary Calendar
South Dakota
Colorado
fdaho
Maryland

Closed Primary
Open Primary
Open Primary
Closed Primary

South Caroli11aOpen Primary

Florida
Closed Primary
Georgia
Open Primary
Louisiana
Closed Primary
Massachusetts Open Primary
Rhode Island Open Primary
Tennessee

Open Primary

Texas
Open Primary
Puerto Rico Open Primary
Illinois
Open Primary
Michigan
Closed Primary
Connecticut Closed Primary
Kansas
Open Primary
New York
Closed Primary
Wisconsin
Open Primary
Pennsylvania Closed Primary
D.C.
Closed Primary
Indiana
Open Primary
North Carolina Closed Primary
Ohio
Open Primary
Nebraska
Closed Primary
West Virginia Closed (D)/Open Primary(R
Oregon
Closed Primary
Washington Open Primary
Arkansas
Open Primary
Kentucky
Closed Primary
Alabama
Open Primary
California
Closed Primary
Montana
Open Primary
New Jersey Closed Primary
New Mexico Closed Primary
North Dakota Open Primary(R)

Feb. 25
March 3
March 3
March 3
March 7
March 10
March 10
March 10
March 10
March JO
March 10
March 10
March 15
March 17
March 17
March 24
April 7
April 7
April 7
April 28
May 5
May 5
May 5
May5
May 12
May 12
May 19
May 19
May26
May26
June 2
June 2
June 2
June2
June2
June 9

In an open primary, persons may vote In either
party primary regardless of registered party
afflllatlons. However, In a closed primary, one flay
only vote In the party primary where he or she·ls
registered. Super Tuesday wlll be held Marcb 10.

2 ROLLS
35mm Film
Try this Exciting New Film "While (this film ) has
sharpness and fine grain .:ompetitive with other films
of ic.s speed, ic.s main forci is color reproduction.
Nuances of color are hild in the prints; You can see
the difference bet1ueen cherry red and tomato red."
Photographic Magazine

Now you can try the 3Sn11n film Photographic
Magazine calls the best 200 ASA print film in the
World! For Free. To introduce you, we'll send
you two rolls Free. ·Fine grain, rich color, wide
exposure latitude-periect for everyday shots.
Shoot in bright or lo'" light-indoors or
outdoors. And you can order prints, slides, or
both, from the same roll-without the high cost
of slide film! Try this remarkable film today.

'
·- --------...
SEND ME 2 FREE ROLLS ·'
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I Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your highly I
I acclaimed 3Smm film. one each at 200 ASA and I
1400 ASA. Enclosed is $2.00 for shipping. Limit: I
I 2 rolls per household.
I
LAST NAME
I FIRST NAME
I
I ADDRESS
I
I'-==---~~~~-=:=--~=-~CITY
STATE
ZIP
II
I Mail to: Seattle Film Works Elliott Bay at Pier 89 I
I C199J
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r
~c~J;~t~·=l~~~;:cu
I
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Spotlight Entrepreneur

Unemployment, recession cause
prospective grads to adjust plans
By Michelle Fizer
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

By Ealena Callender
Hilltop Staff Writer
When stude11ts inoved int o the
dorms at th e beginni11g of the
sc hool ye ar, they n1 ay have
noticed that there we re ce rtain
necessities which the dorm roon1s
did not have. Fortu11a tely.'
Campus Collec tions. a business
crea ted by siste rs Regi na and
Renata Henderson, was there to
supply some of these needs.
As the Hendersons considered
begi nnin g their business. they
said. ··we knew we wanted to provide a service with products students want and need. and provide
somethi ng to pron101e Ho,vard
Universi ty."
When they moved into Tubman
Quadr:ingle their fresh1nan year,
they realized that there was a need
for wa steb as kets, and th reepronged adaptors for refrigerators
since the dorm rooms 011ly had
two prong outlets. ,
So las t sum me r. Renata
Henderson created the designs for
the wastebas kets and had them
produced by a distributor. ·When
students can1e back to the dom1s
in August. there were bookrnarks
on each door in Tubn1an
Quadrang le as \veil as fliers in
Drew Hall and other donns advertising Campus Collections.
Also, there were tables se1 up in

-

Recent reports about the falling
U.S. economy raise the question,
''Has America fallen and can'I get
up?''
In his annual State of the Union
address, President Bush adm itted
America's economic exhaustion
by promising to sign a bill to
extend long-term unemploymenl
benefil s for an additional 13
weeks. To students soon entering
the job market, the bill is not much
consolation to the fact that unem ployment numbers are not getting
any smaller.
Acc ording to Dr. Kofi K.
Dompere, professor in the depart-

the lobb ies of th e Tu bn1an
Quadrangle and Drew Hal l to let

people know abo ut tl1e servi ces
:1v:1i l:1ble

throug t1 C<11np us

Collcr.:tior1s.

Tl1e heaviest business fo r
Ca111pus Col lec1ions corncs during the beginni11g of tl1e semester,
so duri11g the school yei1r, Renata

said. the hardest part is getti ng
people to know :1bout it. The
Hendersons rely o n word of
n1outh. niers. book1narks. busi-

ness cards ;ind displays for adver-

111 t1ddi1io11 to dorm necessities,
Can1pus CollCctions also offers

Terry Gordon, a senior majoring
in music business, said, ''I know
the climate is bad, but at this point
in my life, I'm afraid I've burned
out. School is out of the question
for me now."
''I'm the exception, I hustle and
network to get where I' m going.
Grades and schooling are only a
small factor in this business.
Success mostly depends on experi·
e nce showcased on a good
resume,'' Gordon added.
Dompere advises that blacks
need to become more technically
sound. ''Regardless of one's career
choice, black students still com·
pete in a world of quotas so the

•

imponance of upgrading skills will
make an impact on the market."

Business Calendar

burnper stickers desig11ed by

Renata <1r1d Regina. All of tl1e
products clln be delivere~ free to
<iO)' dor111 arid ··we ca n produce

•'•' uy

and stipply ;111y other dorm neces-

-o rd has recor

American

The NAACP recently released a s1atement urging
blacks to buy American made cars. The recession has
not made any industry too profitable in the last few
month s, especially th e so-c alled ;'Big Three ''
American auto-makers (Ford, GM. Chrysler), so
employee lay-offs in huge numbers are effecting fac·
tory workers di sproportionately, a large number of
\.\'horn are black.

sities." Regina added.
Both the sisters will be graduating in f\1<ty. Regi11a. :1 bti si ncss
111ajor. JJl:111s to do 111issionary
work. or she will work toward a
rnaster"s degree in educat ion .
R~n<tta IJl11r1i; 10 cont inue sttidying
1narkctir1g. ir1 gradut1te scl1ool and
t1opcs to O\\ 11 lier own business in
the ftl[LlrC.
Dllri11g tl1c Sitlute to Blacks i11
Busi11ess co11fcrenCe. Regina ;ind
Rc11<1t;1 Henderson were a\.\'ardcd
a student entrepreneur award from
the Howard University Sn1all
Busir1ess Oe,,elo1J1nent Center

Macy's will continue business
$600 n1illion in financing was recently approved by
a bankruptcy court for R.H. Macy so that the company can continue its day-to-day operations and reorganize its finances. Macy's filed bankruptcy last
month after sluggish sales left lheITP unable 10 pay
their suppliers.

losses

The Ford Molor Company lost a record $2.26 bil·
lion in the 1991 fiscal year. Thi s was the company's
large st loss since 1980 with $1 .5 billion. To help
increase sales, Ford plans to match money its suppliers offer employees to buy Ford cars or trucks, up to
$ 1,000 per employee. Gener.ii Motors al so
announced a simil ar plan, who are expec1ed to posl a
$3 billion loss.

•

Sears cuts jobs
Sears reported that it will cut 600 jobs across the
country to decrease $50 mill ion in costs in the next
year. The cuts will affect fie ld management, close 10
regional offices and 26 of 72 merchandising district
un its by mid-April. Since August 1990. Sears has cut
33.000 jobs.
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However, Joseph adm its that
funds detennine, for the most part,
if graduate school is oblainable for
the individual.
''Most graduates work for one or
two years to pay back some loans
before they start acquiring more '
debt,'' Dompe re said.
Dompere says that black students
should seek higher degrees. ''The
number of black Ph.d. 's is small.
We need to upgrade our numbers
in order to improve our status in
thi s economy.''
Considering America's prevailing values today, Dompere considers lucrative areas of specialization
to be in computer sc ience, actuarial science, accounting, health care,
management infonnation systems,
and business.

tising.

••

g

ment of economics, said , ''One
reason for our troubled economy is
the sub sequenl amount of
resources taken away from education . Thi s in lurn, negativel y
affects the efficiency of the labor
force and the pu ll from which the
labor force is drawn. The result is
structural imbalance.''
For 1he most part, college stu dents feel more strain since federal
aid has been cut across the board.
Student s seem to be caught in
between being students and potenti al statistics of unemployment.
Debbie Joseph, a senior majoring
in psychology said, ''The way out
is graduate school. It adds security
because wi1hout a higher level of
education, you don 't have much to
fall back on."
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INVITES MBA CANDIDATES TO A
RECEPTION AND INFORMATION
SESSION
WITH ITS FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
ORGANIZATION
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February 25, 1992
6:30. 7:30
Am. 42B School ot Business
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Sponsoied by

Ill
~ The Mar<eting
Departrn•nl
and lhe
Ambassador P!ogram

GU<!sl Sp!aker
Dln•h Ro'Qinson
Director ot M••keling Servieas
CMollne Jones Advertising, Inc.
New Yotk, NV

WHEN: FEBRUARY 24TH, 1992
TIME: 6:30-8:00
PLACE: SB FACULTY LOUNGE, STH FLOOR
' THIS EVENT PROMISES TO PROVIDE YOU THE
INFORMATION YOU NEED TO DETERMINE IF YOUR
INTERESTS AND SKILLS COMPLEMENT THE CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE IN MCl'S FINANCIAL OPERATIONS
ORGANIZATION. COME PREPARED TO LEARN ABOUT SOME
OF THE HIGH-TECH , FAST-PACED PROJECTS THAT YOU
COULD INFLUENCE AS A FINANCE PROJECT MANAGER,
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS ANALYST OR FINANCIAL SYSTEMS
TRAINER. HIRING MANAGERS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES
OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS WILL BE IN ATTENDANCE TO
'
DESCRIBE MCl'S OPPORTUNITIES AND TO ANSWER YOUR
QUESTIONS.
MCI FINANCIAL OPERATIONS WILL BE ON CAMPUS
MARCH 10 , 1992 , TO INTERVIEW SPRING · 1992 MBA
GRADUATES.

MCI
601 SOUTH 12TH ST.
ARLINGTON, VA 22202
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WHAT A WEEK lT'S BEEN.

Al50 ~ rns~srd f"5D005ible fcr~he dee\h

Andreo. _ __

1TIU, CC).!Sin

AGO. THEN, A COUPlE OF DAYS LATER,
ANDREA VALIANT DIED. BOTH EVENTS HAVE
REALLY HIT ME HARD, EVEN THOUGH

I DIDN'T

~OW HER PERSONALLY. Ir's DIFFICULT TO

FIGURE WHAT TO DO NEXT. l'M SURE THE JERK IS
TAKING SOME ACTION ... DOING SOMETHING ...

Ff\EEf1J\~:

t Y OW! l 5N(P$CN
(i)l,'12

... LIKE FINDING SMALL

..• ANO OTHER VICTIMS Of DRUG

llME DEALERS AND

ABUSE LI KE ANDREA VAllANT ...

BEATING THE CRAP

OUT O~ THEM. PRO'
BABLY HIS WAY OF

DEALING Wllf.r HIS
NEW-FOUND "RAGE'.
B ur WHEN I THINK

ABOUT BIGSHOTS llKE
DUKE HA LEY .. ,

0
AM I?

I ONCE

J
SAID THAI THE ONLY

THING !HAI MAKES FREEMAN
SPECIAL IS THAT HE TAKES
ACTION WHILE THE REST OF
US JUST STAND AND LOOK.

,c,;'" '.•·o
''-'.....
.......
'.''·-.:.:..

.' ..

'l~·ve 'oeen a bad boy Hak-y-.
I ~~ abo..rltirne 'l/C>J qot"

-

pun 15 n~d .

WE LL, l'M TIRED Of JUST WAlCHING .
I DON'T LIKE WHAT I SEE.

.
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FREEMAN AND I SORT OF BROKE UP A FEW DAYS
(

AH'I'~ ! )
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"Attitude manual" for black men in business world I 82
EXCURSIONS: Student poetry at it's best! /83
Students respond to Tyson's woes /BS
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e have to
realize
that we are
invincible. We are
still here after 400
plus years of
slavery, after how
•
many Journeys
across the
Atlantic ... , after
how many bones
on the bottom of )
the ocean, WE D
ARE STILL
HERE ...''

''
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•

•

carliss ASKHARI johnson
•

ASKHARI: \\1hen I sa~' ' black man ' \\'hat 's the
· first thing that comes to ~'11ur mind?

Marissa: Lack of communication.
Sun11y: Genocide.
Angel:1: Shortage.

Misha'''na: Love.
Corrin: I think of my father and my boyfriend.
Kisimi : \Varriors.

ASKHARI: There seems to be lately a pervasive
attitude that black women don 't love black men

•

like we used to.
l\.1arissa: I know some black guys think that a
lot of black women are becoming more educated
and having higher positions in jobs - that we're
becoming so independent that we feel 've don't
need them anymore. I think a lot of them are
frustrated by the way we're moving up in society .

you, but somebody'll slap you in the face again.
That's why I can tell my heart's getting cold.

n a recent article in the Washinglof!. Post, the
question was asked: What about the
Sisters? It seems that with the recent focus
on the plight/destruction of the black man,
someone--the sisters--were left out. Well, in our
third and final ,week of the conversation series,
the women have a chance to speak on issues that
concern them, such as the importance of
sisterhood, black men, and unconditional love.
So, relax and learn as Marissa, Sunny, Angela,
Tracey, Mishawna, Dakota, Kisimi, and Corrin
(whew!)--both graduate and undergraduate sisters
ages 19-24--infor111 readers on seldomly
discussed, but important issues.

Tracey: In my opinion, that's the message that
Howard portrays -the "you-scratch-my-back-I'llscratch-you r-back-bu t-don 't- let-your-gua rddown-'cause-I'Jl-kick-your-butt" - which is one of
the reasons I don't like Ho,vard very much.
CO~tln:

So hbw Ho you stop yolir heatt ftorri
becoming cold? And what happens when you give
and they can't show it back? Not that they don't
want to, but that's just not them . How do you
stop yourself from becoming bitter?
'

Tracey: You get in your mind that you're not
gonna change the way you've been rooted and
grounded in the things that are importa nt morally. If you want to be sweet and loveable, even if
they stab you in your back, then you be sweet and

lovable.

ASKHA RI: I think a good attitude to take is

•

Mishawna: But if we are togethe1· and we're
doing our thing, why would they find something
wrong with us. Why can't they just appreciate
that we're doing that?

•

even if you don't look out for me, I'm gonna look
out for you regardless. And I think this is a problem that we as black women have _!..._ I think this

.-

going to kill him and the woman too.

with the white lady, I think to myself, "Who am I
to judge?" But then I think again. Did he look at
these intelligent black women? Did he take his
time to soul search through us before he went to

Angela: Seeing other people happy would make
me happy. But looking at it realistically, if I was
to do something for someone out of my friendliness, someone in return would just make that so

her? I really want to ask them "WHAT ARE YOU

distraught because

DOING?!?" It's really not my business ... but WHY
Corrin: I think that by me watching what I'm
doing out there on the sireet is protecting him .

'·

Kisimi: In terms of physicalness, yeah, I expect
him to be fighting for me, or for us together. But,
I'm gonna be fighting too. I'm not gonria stand

there and be like "GET 'EM! GET 'EM!"
ASKHARI: So ho"' do you all feel about interracial
relationships?
Angela: I feel that's the choice of each individual, but with- me, I would challenge the mind of
every black man that is living before I turn to a
white man. And that's my honest opinion. When
I walk dqwn the street and see the black man

MODERATED

BY

•

Marissa: I think that's true what you're saying.
We're losing a lot of our people to drugs, crime,
and a lot of those people who look at those other
people who are murdering others and doing
things to harm other people, they're saying, "Why
should we help them? It seems like they don't
want to do anything positive," but what we have
to remember is that that's what the struggle is all
about-helping those people out regardless.

Marissa: As far as that's roncerned, it's so dangerous
now that people are not even intimidat.ed by black men
being by our side when we go out. If someone approaches a black rouple, they're not going to decide to stop
because they can see a male there. They're probably

ASKHARI: What about you protecting him?

•

There's not really any place we can go for that
unconditional type thing where I'm gonna say to
you, "I am your sister, I don't care how many
times you stab me in the back, I am your sister
and I'm gonna look out for you regardle::;s." I see
a car coming I'm gonna tell you 'cause that's how
I feel about you and my love for you goes that
deep. And until a whole lot of us can say [that]
the attitude's not gonna change.

ASKHARI: Do you feel that it's the responsibility
of the black man to protect us?

Corrin: I think it's their job to protect us, but at
the same time I believe we are to help them. We
[me and my boyfriendJ had an incident where a
group of guys in a car came up on us and I feel
like, ultimately, it's his job, but I need to keep my
mouth closed and try not to do anything that's
going to incite them to want to fight him. I might
bring him trouble if I don't watch what I say and
how I act.

'

is probably the root of all of our problems.

ASKHARI: I think maybe they're afraid we'll
leave them behind. I honestly believe this - I'm
not b~ing real corny - I real!)' think they love us
so much that they're so scared that the higher up
we go that they'll be trapped at the bottom all
alone. 'Cause some of us sometimes forget to turn
around and pull as we' re climbing. I think
they're scared of losing us.

-

'

Mishawna: But then there's a time when you're
tired of getting stabbed.

don't they UNDERSTAND?
Marissa: I think that if you are in a relationship
and there's true love, I don't see nothing that's
really wrong with it.
Sunny: I don't look at it in terms of love. I really look at the family and the continuation of our
people. Right now we need· our friendly structure
because it is ailing and we need every single
brother to look at the whole picture and the whole
black race and say "What can I do?"

ASKHARI: What makes you happy?
Marissa: Doing something that I appreciate and
not doing something ... someone forced me to do.

carliss

ASKHARI

t~y'll

Dakota: I can't be of that 'unconditional love'
[feeling]. I feel that trust is something earned.
You work for it. I feel like we're in a war right
now and if I'm positive and fighting to get ahead
and you're keeping me down, then you just Cfill:'t
be associated with me anymore. We need to
make that separation. I think that something
that goes with that "collective love" and "brothers and sisters" is that thought that all of us are
alike, and all of us aren't alike. And unless we're
on the same track, same philosophy, we're gonna
have contrast. We're gonna have conflict.

be like "What does she

want from me in return?" Why can't I do some. thing for you and you just say "thank you" and it's
all over with instead of having that attitude in

the back of [your] head like "Why did she do

Marissa: Well , you must take care of the self
first ...
Corrin : Right. Bul we can't get to that unconditional love if I can't feel it for me. To me, it goes
back to that low self esteem. If I'm not feeling
good about myself, I don't see how I can show her.

thing?
Mishawna: I feel like I have to ask why because
someone has kicked me in my a- so many times
that I'm just gonna cover it. I'm gonna want to
know "What do you 'want?" Everybody wants
something. Your friends. Your family. You may
feel that this person won'f do something [bad] to

-

Dakota: I think it came out earlier when we

See WOMAN TALK, Page BS

PHOTOS
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Mishawna: And how can you help somebody
when you yourself are not together?

that?" "What does she want to gain?" We need to
learn that not all the time do you want to gain
something. Sometimes you're just trying to help
out. So many people say, "Help your fel low black
man," but then when you do it is always a question of why is that person doing that? Why
always ask why? Why can't you just accept some-

johnson

•

•
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EXCERPTS FROM
HOW TO SURVIVE

Jn Earl McClenney's book, h!s
advice covers a myriad of topics
with respect to company life:

On Attitude: "Your succe>s or failure is 99
•

•

''

percent attitude. Bad attitude is a sure way to
fail... not to survive."

On White Women : "General rule: Don't

mess with them ... Never, ever, flush the toilet
on the plate where you eat. The quickest way
to get messed over is to fool with white women
on the job "
"... The same rule applies in the office to blac
women as with white women. Do not mess
around with the sisters on the job."

By John L. Jackson Jr.
Hilltop Staff Writer
t

'

is my contention that there are basically two

ways in which any person can learn, or grow,

from the reading of a piece of literature. The
reader can discover ideas that were foreign to
'
that person before, or he/she can pick up a text
that serves to reinforce what that perso n already
knows to be true.

For the record, Hoit.· To S11r11i1'e Wl1er1 Yo11'1·e the
011/y Black /11 Tl1e Office, Dr. E!rl H..McClenney 's
''attitude manual for black men, fulf1lled, for me ,
both of these i1nportan1 literary criteria.

Dr. McClenney, chairman of Virginia
Llniversity's
Y.S.U.

Departn1en1
of
Public
Administration, has written a
On Givina : "A simple truth, an eterna powerful text delineating. in
truth ... you on7y get what you give. The n:ore clear and precise fashion, the

you give of yourself and your possessions
(money) the more rou get bac,k. Take you
eyes off of yoursel ancf you will always sue-

ceed."
1
'
On Black Men: "Remember, not all blac
men are your brothers. How do you spot this.
You must be wary of the brother who hangs ou
wiih a lot of white women. You.must be wa
of the brother who has a lot of mouth, sporting
a constant wolf ticket. "

On White Men: :·watch out for those who

want to talk to you. They have the mos
against you. They are talking to you (or two
reasons. One, they want to tell you 1ni:l1rectl
they're 0.K. racially. Secondly, they may be
trying to find out where you're coming from.
"... If you 'be 's' cool, keep your... under you
hat and your... mouth shut, demonstrate socia
politeness and remain conversat1onally noncommittal, you have won the first battle. You
beat him."

''I've seen brothers put
on a nice suit, grab a
tactics necessary for black
men to survive ''in an organibriefcase, and strut
zational environment that is
essentially hostile to [their]
down to interviews
.
"
very existence.
McCle11ney defines the major
without a
goal of black men "in the
office'' to be su rvival , and he
conten ds. through various resume ...profiling. No
anecdotes and analogies, that
one of the most in1portant steps way will the brothers
toward survival is disciplinea discipli11e wrought from the
make it with that
realiza1ion lhat 110 matter how
comfortable a black executive
attitude.''
climbing the proverbial corpo-

Book: How To S11rvive When You're The
Only Black Jn Tl1e Office--What They Can't
Teach Yo11 At White Business Schools
Author: Earl H. McClenny, Jr.
Cost. $6.95
Published by: First Associates Publishing

rate ladder may feel, he/she
Earl H. McClenny
never has it made. ''[Theyl ca11
a
resu1ne.
always be replaced."
With no-holds-barred, bru1a1ly frank language, Bulls... profiling and strutting. No way
McCJe nney describes the subtl e and not-so-subtle will the brothers make it with that attitude."
racism of the workplace.
HOK' to S111·\·i1·e iVl1e11 Yo11'1·e1l1e 011/.~· Blc1c·k i11 tl1e
The. tex1's informality makes its content ions and
admonitions all the more persuasive, a11d the ease Office is undoubtedly directed at youog black men
On Your Job: "Whatev~ryov dQ, do it.well. with 'which McClenney establishes- a sense of empa- who look around one day and find tl1at thei r desk is _
I mean, be the best. Strive to be unequaled a thy \Yith hi s audience is a key to \Vhat I feel is the one of the only ones in their office at which a black

all times. "

person sits regularly. Be that as it may, the text
echoes with a sincerity that allows one to learn and
grow from its insights whether the reader is qne of. the
only bl11cks in the office, one of the o?I~ blacks 1n. a
gradUating class. or one of some 15 m1ll1on blacks 1n
America.

•

In cele br ation of 11/ack'

Hi~tory Mo n~h

THE ONYX GROUP

along wl HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
~resents

''THE KNOWLEDGE''
'
starring: The Perry Players
Written and Directed by C'Y5liiil C. Perry f Howard Alumn,;i)
A Musical Ploy Celebr at;ng thE! Contributions of Slack Arner 1can~

\,

'

•
•

'

~alurday

•

februa1y llnd . 8:00 p.m.
'8 00 Donation

(First 300 Howard students caf'l. pu~cha\e tickets for S7.00l

(proceeds to benefit D.C. Department of Recreation & Inner-city AIDS NelWor•I
1-!oward Uni11er\11y Cri;'ltmpton Auditorium

Ttckel! •••il•ble al Crampton Aud ito1ium &ONYX GROUP
or Call 301 593·8777 for informatio11

· ·-~,.
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Sisters discu,ss what's going on in WOMAN TALK
1

WOMAN TALK from BI
were saying we have different
groups-sororities, fraternities-and I
think we have labeled some things
before we even get into them. Like we

already assume ... Black Nia F.O.R.C.E.
and HUSA , two separate entities, are
not on the same agenda. But they may
have the same agenda, just different
ways of getting there. And I think
that's what we have to work onrespecting each other's method's of
doing things. We need to stop judging
each other by the way we look, the
organizations we're in, the clothes we
wear, what city we're from and just
respect each other-get to know each
other.

'

•

I

l

ASKHARI: We do need to learn to
respect different methods. My thing is
\vhen it comes to unconditional love ...
I was raised in a household where I
cou ldn 't trust all the people in my
house, but it did not matter. That Was
my family. And if you take it a step
further-to your neighborhood ... to
your school ...
Mishawna : ... but if somebody keeps
stabbing me in my back, I'll be a fool to
put my back out there ...
ASKHARI: ·I'm not saying to put your
back our there, what I'm saying is we
have to communicate. When someone
hurts you, how often you do honestly
sit down and say, "You have hurt me."
Or do we just stop speaking to each
other and everytime you see each other
in_ the halls you roll your eyes ,or do
you honestly say to a sister, "You hurt
me, and this is why,,."
Corrin: Do you also believe that black
women DON 'T feel that all black'
women are sisters? I don't think we all
feel like that toward each other ...

say anything to you we can't ever heal.
But once I say something to you, I'm
giving you the opportunity to come to.
me, to heal, to talk it over and I know,
that 's all a thing of trust.

over. That's just how it is.

way I should treat you in a family way.

ASKHARI: I just want to say in
Tracey: If you're gonna get into "my
sister" and "my brother". and you don't
consider the white man your sister or
brother and yet we were all created by
the same God, then don't half-step. I
can understand you talkin' about your
black heritage. But in all reality, we
all come from the same heritage. If
you're gonna use the term "my sister,
my brother" use it in the general sense.
Kisimi: I happen to be an only child,
but I know that sisters and brothers
have the same type of experiences.

Mishawna: But then I'm saying people have been hurt so bad that they
just don't care. It's not as nice as
you're making it seem. It's not like
that. People don't care.

Mishawna: That's the same thing I
was talking about when we were talking about people of the same color.

response to that, it's very important
that we know our histofy and we cannot go around making statements that
imply that we would ever trust anybody white more than we would trust
ourselves. That is a product of the
divide and conquer technique.

Tracey: Right. Black people don't

treat black people the same way. I had
t his scenario: We're both on Wall St.
and I'm putting a promotion to~ether
to present to my firm. Since you re my
"brother" and I trust you so much, I'm
gonna let you look over my proposal
and llet you] tell me how it looks. So I
show you my proposal and you say "Oh
yeah man, it looks good. You'll really
impress them." 'And I show [my white
colleague] the same proposal and he
goes, "Yeah, that's a nice proposal, but
you could straighten this up and firm
this up. " It turns out [the white col-

Tracey: Well, I can't relate to that
because I see white people as my brothers and sisters. I'm no better than
them, they're no better than me.
ASKHARI: That's cool on a universal
level. And I'm not saying we're better
than them. What I'm saying is look at
our history. Since ·the beginning, did
we [black people] take mathematics
[from ourselves] and label it as our
own? Did we take our music from ourselves and label it as, our own? Have
black people lynched us for trying to
exercise our right to vote? ... lt's not
judging a book by the cover, it's reading what's inside that book.

league] was telling you the right thing.
Corri n: And they don 't feel that
'you're my sister' to begin with. Do you
feel that all black women are your sisters, because "'te'
sis r - t hat's a strong
term. And I thii!ik a lot of us throw it
around.
I

You go back over to your black ·brother
and you [say] "He (the white colleague)
told me to change this 'cause it would
sound- better," and the black colleague
agrees. Now, I say if you're not careful,
your black brother will take your proposal a11d present it as his before the
white man will for the simple fact that
most white men don't think you have
the mentality to impress t he white
firm. So he wouldn't even bot her to
present your stuff. But a black man
would stab you in the back before a
white man would.

ASKHARI: Is there anyone here 11Tat
does not feel that every black woman is
their sister? Corrin: At times I don't. I was never
taught that all of us are sisters. And
that's a concept I grasped onto when I
came to Howard. And either it'll take
time for me to really understand what
that means to start treatin' everybody
as if they were my sister or maybe I've
been burned too many times where I'd
be a fool to give that trust right off the
Angela: I think a major problem with
black women is that so many black
women are intimidated by the next
black ~oman.

ASKHARI: No, not so they Can stab
you again because you are making that

you these little building blocks in
kindergarten. It falls down. You start

little - what id they do' · They give

•

Corrin: How do we help the sisters
here who don't have that sisterly frame
of mind ...
•

Kisimi : Tl1at is so [11{/ of fal/a,:y 'rill I
do11' t e1'e11 k11ow tt'}1a1 le11e{ to start! First of
all ... if we don't start treating each
other with a certain amount of trust,
t·here 's gonna be so me problems .
Secondly, to say that a white man
doesn't think that we can do different ·
things is ridiculous. They know we can
do different things. They wouldn't
have went to Africa and stole everything. Everything they have is ours.
And what they've done is stolen it and
made it theirs so that now WE THINK
, that we can't do , but we know we can

bat.

Mishawna: You're talking about me
and I'm going to tell you "You hurt me"
to let you know I'm hurt so you can
~tab me aga~n. .
·

ASKHARI: I'm not saying be tight.

,

on them. If something's bothering me
and we're in a relati9nshif or sisterhood and you hurt me, if don't ever

ASKHA RI : .Let me ask a question.
Do you hones'ily believe - and let's
think about this logically - that by
closing yourself up you will never be
hurt again? You hurt yourself. Hurt is
a part of reality. It will happen, it has
happened before, it will continue to
happen. Of course none of us are ver:Y
open to pain, but what gobd does it do
to close yourself up? Has that really
changed anything? It's a part of things
and until w can come to a point
where we can ay, "You hurt me. Let's
build again ... " I mean, talk about the
first things y learned w.l\en you were

Mishawna: And you could go up to
somebody [and say] "You were talking
about me. You hurt me." [And they
say] "AND?!?" That's their feeting.
Maybe you just have to pull away. You
can't be around them anymore.

.

person responsible for your feelings.
The first time someone hurts you, you
can't really hold them r esponsib le
because they may not know. Once
you've revealed it to them and you
make them responsible for your feelings, the next time they hurt you, it's

~

do.
They have t he same particular mores
.and forays that their parents have told
Tracey: But you're saying that black
them that's right and wrong. The rea- people are a family and black people
son why black people can say we are [in general] are not a family. In my
definitely brother.s and sisters and we opinion, it's all about ambition.
cannot extend that to white people is
,
because we don't have the same i::ulturKisimi: I don't meet people like "It's
al background. They have not been all about what I can get from you." But
friendly or compassionate towards us, I would prefer to try to be nice to my
so why should we be friendly towards own and always extend my trust [and]
them? It's impossible for me to consid- , honesty before I ~P.µld extend it to
er a whit.e person my .sister. , I can , somebody w.ho .has a.history of',i:aping
understand Where you're coming from me, abusing me, stealing from me. I
a religious aspect; however, if you don't don't have that same histOry with
treat me in a family way, there's no these sisters and brothers ...

Mishawna: ... and you want to help
somebody and you'.~e tal kin' to them
[saying] "I want to ~elp you,' and they
want to play. on ttiat and try to do
something to destro,Y you. Then you're
destroyed. Now what?
ASKHARI: I can't answer that question for you. But I've said to myself,
"Tomorrow is not promised and all I
can do is deal with today." I don't want
to go out tomorrow knowing I coul d've
had a sister if we had just tried a little
bit harder. I mean, all it takes sometimes is trying a little bit harder. So
what if she stabs me in the back? I'm a
warrior. The battle goes on. Can't no
one person destroy me. Can't no two
people. We have to realize that we are
invincible. We are still here after 400plus years of slavery, after how many
journeys across the Atlantic Ocean,
after how many bones on the bottom of

•

\

the ocean, WE ARE STILL HERE .
That says something to me.
Mishawna: Do you belie\'e that
there's some people that you just can't

help?

•

.I

Kisimi: No. I can't believe t h.at some
people' can't be h~lped. Mafd_olJ11. ~. ~Bf

a pimp dealing and using drugs. Ile
was doing all kinds of things and he
was able to be helped . ·
•
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To111 Ski1111er Assl1ciates Prest'11ts

POWER AND WEALTH
How At"rican-Amcricans Cari Oht<tin It!
• Political • Economical
•

• Personal • Network • Moral

Pl~in Old

\Vith S~minars lly:

LSAI
preparation
cours~
,, .M"IW:l:
~

: : :w

Introducing
Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.
Just because something has been
around for a long time doesn't
necessarily mean it's good.
The Ronkin Educational Group is
an innovative company that has·put
together the latest in research,
technology, and teaching
techniques in a new LSAT
course. We call it our LSAT
Premium Program and it's
been designed to help you

obtain the highest possible score so
that you can get into the best law
school. Because, as you know,
graduating from law school doesn't
guarantee a job. You need to
graduate from the best.
So don't take chances by
going to an old test
preparation company.
Call Ronkin today.
You deserve the very best.

Saturday, March 7, 1992 at I0:00 AM - 4:00 PM
Blackburn Center Auditorium
H(t\~·ard U11iversitv•
$7 .410
l 1).00

s

S1udcnts {incl. l,unrh and ~latrri:llsl
Non·~t111lrn1~ tin1·l. l.11n1·h ;ind l\l<1f1•ri<1ls)

Registration Dc11<llinc: Tucsda}'• l\-1arcl1 3, 1992
Contar1: l\licharl C. \Vor~l1•v• (2021~19·573~
~lariin S1ni1h (202) .\32 -1668
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EXCURSION ex-cur-sion/ik-sker-zhen/n. 1. expedition 2. pleasure trip 3. outward movement or cycle of movement.

J!l&w 'Y""rself 'To 'DeciJ"e
'1ly

Lisa X!Jrken 'Baucum
~

~

'11iost fuuftrs great Cy fwrwrei,
you are wortliy,
You a£lowtri yourse(ves to riecide
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I knew I had to get to know you.
Everything about you made me think 'that's my kind of man."

'lfiose wfw are Wi.tness anri cover up
tlie trutfi. are cowari.s
You a[( were not
You ailoweri yourse(ves to riecide

.!l

Q.

"'·c
.!I

'To 6e consUfereri a Ceader is an honor in
itself
'.Yo" faljilfui it
.'.You a£Wweri yourse{ves to rieci.rle

l
-•

c
c
~
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'l1ie conapt tliat a challenge can somehow
6e mastererl,
:You conqutrttf it,
.'.You af£owetf yourse{ves to riecitfe

N
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'T1i.t incentive to see(( truth,
You feCt it ...
You afCowed yourse{ves to tfecide

c·
0
0
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y
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~
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Ofi.! Jfow you a(l are great{y missed,
I reem6ererf,
You a{Cowetf yourse{ve,s to riecide ...
'I1ie trutfi. a6out your tfeath,
'Wfi.at can De said a6out_a country
wlio covers it?
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You attempted to educate not orly the old, but those In their_
yo~.
•

GREAT BROTHER SPIRIT

And everything about you mode me think 'that's mv kln<;I of
man."

b y Stephanie yvonne malone
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For Aron Joshua Malone
born Sept. 16, 1969
12: 00 pm

Many misunderstood you. They
did not know the value of words
you spoke.
You wanted to educate all the
people.
You no longer wanted African
Americans to be looked at as a
·oke.
"'

!"
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i
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died Nov. 9, 1991
1 1 : 58 pm

I .

I

0

1/13/92
10:59 PM
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INDIANS-SPI RITS-VISIO NS

The extent of your dedication
and your desire to educate
has instilled in me a sense of
respect and a belief that there
is no one who is as great.
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~

OUR HERITAGE ARON, YOU , GARY AND I ,
IT ' S SOUNDING LOUD AND STRONG .
SPIRITS ROAMING THROUGH TIME AND SPACE,

-

~
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When I first heard about you

0

SPIRITS WATCHING OVER US . MAKING SMILES COME TO
OUR FACE.

~

,..g
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I knew I hod to get to know you.
'

'

I WANT TO CRY FOR YOU ,
INSTEAD I SMILE FOR YOU.
YOU MAKE MY SPIRIT SING A HAPPY SONG .

The more I learned the more I come to understand
That you were a true block leader and also ·my kind of man.·

YOUR LOVE IN MY HEART HELPS ME TO CARRY ON!!!
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lntf(JC!t1ci11g till' \laci11t< >,Ji < Ja,sic 11.
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For more information visit Hazel Daniel on Tuesdays and
Thursdays 10am-12:30pm at the University Bookstore
or contact Myrtle Crabbe at 806-6658 or
Fran Poling at Computerland 301/599-9555
.
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In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
. To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

Andlld:ed
there will be
ti.Ire To y.m'!w

,I

•
•

The new Apple" Macintosh" Classic" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
•
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated appli~ations with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
..MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
,_,7,7_£7~~i;
almost any other kind of computer.
~r..r..r ·
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....Jtffow Y""rself to tfecide ..... .
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'T1i.t memories that yougavt, taunts us, '
this UJil( never cease,
'.)Ou affuweri yourselve.s to decide ...
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The diamond lasts etemallx
It survives
So, shall we.

You always spoke the truth.

~
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Like the diamond
We are found in many forms
with similar origins
With similar breaking points
That can devastate
Or, remain untouched
So as to clear the path for a shining future

I heard so much.you.

It tak_es great courage to stanri alone
You rfU{ not fret
.'.You i:{U{ not groan
You affuweri yourse{ves to decide

..;

BEFORE US •••

by Takiia L .Anderson

~
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We are hard,
Yet beautiful.
We rise from eons of pressure
To glitter in the sunlights.
We are rough at the onset
With care though
WE can be molded into priceless works of art

THATS MY KIND OF MAN!!! Mal.colmX

'11iatt.k...'.You! ! ! !
You affuweri you.rse(ves to rieci.rle

~

We youth are like diamonds.

inappropriate tap .

ry'ou a[[ were so proutl of it

"!!

m
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Or, we can be destroyed by a slight

'Tfi.tre ftas 6een a special p{ace for you
:You souglit it
.'.You found it
you jougfit it

6

by KJrk K. Dunbar

would like to pay tribute to ALL THOSE WHO HAVE CCME ANO GONE

MaicoCmX
Martin Lutlier 1\j"IJ, Jr., ')v[erigar, Marcus
Otliers

~

'lrllnce Iffi.<E.mll <G!lmm*faces of the new revolution

On February 21, 1965 , Malcolm X. otherwise known as El Sajj
Malik El Shabazz, died fran seventeen bullet wounds. Like so many.
before him, he struggled for our people µnceasingl y and by any
rreans necessary. Ultirra.tely he, like others dedicated to
•
liberation, gave his life for us. In M:llcolm's l'n'lor, ard in
~T
recognition of our history extending beyond Febniary, Excursions .,
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' SPORTS
Johanna Wilson

Falk has a way
with athletic
folks
•

\

ProServ, the Arlington , Va.-

based sports agency and marketing finn. is home to a good friend
of Michael Jordan.

A~nd

care Jess about who's a friend or
who 's not a friend of Jordan's.

But, I must admit that I'm quite
i11tcrested in nteeting David Falk.
Falk is the man behind a great
de11l of Jordan 's money. Under
Falk's loving care, the Chicago
Bulls nying ace has landed some
of the biggest endorsement con-

tracts in the world of sports.
Jordan 's multimillion -dollar
deal with Nike stands at the fore front. And even though Jordan

nor Falk will say how much Nike
is paying Jordan, it is speculated
that the deal Jordan made with
Nike alone is worth $2.5 million.
And don't forget that Jordan 's
salary for the Bulls is a whopping
$3.25 million a season.
In 1990. Forbes magazine estimated that ''Ai r Jordan'' makes
about $8. I million a year, but
reP?rtedly a source close to Jordan
said that the estimation is at least
~alf of what he actually racks up
in a year.
In 1984 , Falk and Jordan
attended a press conference
together in Ch icago to introduce
Jord<1n. According to Falk in a
recent inte rv iew with The
Washington Post Magilzine, Falk
said. ''Tl1ere were about 40, 50
people in the room. and he was
like Joh111ly Carson. He took the
mike off the stand. A guy asked
hin1 what il was like to play for
Bobby Knigh1 {\~·ho coached the
U.S. Olympic team that year), and
he'd wink at him and give him a
son of a nodescript ans\ver. You
could see in the beginning this
was a made-for-the-media athlete.''
Wel l. in my estimation, Falk is
the made-to-make-money agent .
Falk is responsible for negotiating
10 of the 30 highest- paid NBA
ptpyer cor1tracts. In 199 J, Falk
v,ias the n111n behind the money fo r
the New York Knicks' Pat Ewing
and the C leve land Cavaliers'
Da11ny Ferry. Last season. Ewing
had the second highest salary in
pro ball wi th a cool $4.257,500.
While Ferry. practically unknown
to avid sports fans. received $3
million.
Yet, Falk's relationship with his
ath lete-clients goes beyond business.
In 1990 during the Operation
PUS H (People Un ited to Save
Hum anity ) boycott of Nike,
Jordan got pushed into a comer by
black leaders who demanded that
he take a stand against the co~pa
ny that made him a media man.
Jesse Jackson and other men1bers of his organi ztion wanted
.Nike to hire more black executives. expand the amount of
n1inori ty -controlled adverti sing
agencies and banks and appoint a
black to its board of directors.
Yet, despite the urging of Jackson,
Jordan refused to join the voices
of the boycott. Jordan said that
the entire world of copo rate
A1nerica had racial problems. In
addition. Jordan said that the compai1y behind his sneaks did better
in the hiring of minorities than a
lot of other companies had done.
And Falk, being the agent lhat he
is, later said ... Some people critic ized h im over his ro le with
PUSH. I don 't think he believed in
it, so he didn't support it, and the
fact that it was a black cause
wasn't 'enough."
Maybe Falk was right. Later on
during the course of the boycott, it
was reported that Jackson owned a
pair of shoes owned bY a company
which was a part of Nike.
Falk proves through his deeds
and his clientele list that he is the
man to have I?" your side if the
world of s ports is your c up of
money.... 1·mean tea.
So if you ever Visit Arlington,
Va. and just happen to find yourself in front of the ProServ building, stop in and say hello to its
Pres ide nt -David Falk . I'm sure
he'll be a friend that you will want
to keep.
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Bad calls, slow starts considered
root of H. U. men's two-game loss

•

under

normal circum stance s, I could

•
"
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Aggies, Bulldogs
break Bison win
streak after seven
By .Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer
Greensboro, North Carolina
The Men' s Baskctball tcan1 had their
seve11 ga111e winnir1g st reak corne to a
heanbreaking end before 7,500 rowdy f;u1s
and a national television audience as Nonh
Carolina A & T defeated the Bison i11 a
~1 id- E as t em Athletic Confere11ce gan1e,
66-65.
The excitement-filled and pressurepacked game did not end without controversy as A & T fan s almost celebrated coo
early when Junior guard Milan Brown.
with the Bison down by 011e \\'ith :04 seconds remaining. dribbled just beyond
three-point range and pu1up a n1issed shot
when head referee Joe Micchell whistled A
& T's freshman guard Phillip Allen for a
foul jus1 prior to the gan1e ending buzzer.
Caugh1 up in the emotion of the ga111e
the Aggie fans did not realize that a foul
had been called when the)' charged onto
the court to celebrate with their teain.
Meanwhile, University and game officials
had to clear the floor as h.!!ad referee Joe
Mitchell, Ervin Melton and William
Vaughn huddled to discu,s the call after

"I don't ever want to
see them [officials]
again, you hear me?
I don 't ever want to
see them again."
--Coach Butch
Beard
Mitchell signaled that Brown y,·ou!d shoot
three free throws.
The three-ma11 officiating cre\\' decided
to consult Black En1er1ain1nen1
Te!evision·s rnonitor to replay the final :04
seconds. The result: no foul. gan1e over.
and Bison lose.
'"I knew when they [the officials] huddled up we were going to get [expletive! ...
said Brown after the gan1e.
Brown was not the only one skeptical of
the officials. Bi son Head Coach Alfr~d
"Bu1ch'" Beard and his coaching staff also
provided 1heir share of eKpJetives as they
\\'ere infuriated by the officiating throushout the gan1e.
In fact. at one point during the game.
Coach Beard, obviously disturbed. turned
to Howard Universi1y Athletic Director
Da\•id C. Simmon s and Mid-Ea stern
Athletic Conference Commis sioner
Kenneth Free sealed in the stands and
yelled, " I don't ever want 10 see them
[officials] again. you hear me? I don"1
ever want to see then1 again.""
North Carolina A & T" s legendary
Head Coach Don Corbett also sho1ved
concern and contc111p1 with the garne·s
officiating despite their win.
"'It was a great ga1ne a11d ! "1n happy \\'C
wo11," said Coach Corbett. '"But it"s unfortunate that too 1na'11y of our conference
ga111es feature that kind of officiating.""
Officials l1ave been know11 to consult
television monitors in cases where tl1c call
in question could possibly detennine who
wins and who loses. Bu1 the argument on

the .part of Howard players and coaches
was that a call was made a11d Mitchell
should have stood by his call - right or
\vrong.
The final :04 seconds was just the icing
on the cake in a game that will fuel the A
& T - Bison rivalry for years co come as
the Bi son came back from a 17 point
de(icit to tie the score 57-57 with just over
5:00 minu1es ren1aining in the game.
After OOch 1ea111s exchanged hoops A &
T's Senior'guard Bobby Moore ( 17 points)
hit a thfee-pointer fro1n deep in the lf!ft
side comer to tie the game 65-65 with :31
seconds remaining.
· But on the Bison's nex 1 possession
Se11ior forwir"d Julius McNeil threw an
errant pass that allowed A & T"s Dana
Ellio1t to intercept and drive the length of
the coun only to be fouled by Junior forward Charles Solomon. Elliott secured the
Aggies· one-point lead and eventual victor}' b}· making the second of his two free
throws.
Orangeburg, South Carolina
On heel of losing a heanbreaker to A &
T the Bison tra\•eled to South Carolina
State looking 10 get back on track as they
prepare for the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference tournainent . However. the
B11lldogs had other ideas as they handed
the Bison their·Second loss in a row. 61-59.
The Bison once again got off to a disinal start b}' shooting only 19 percent in
thc- fir~t half a!IO\\'ing the Bulldogs to have
an eight point halftime lead. 28-20.
During the first half neither team provided
the game an~ identity as both tea1n s
niis~rd <;hots. fouled. and !urned the ball
O\'t'"r.
The biggesl lead of the ga1ne was 10
points as !ht' Bulldogs led 33·23 on a
three-pointer by sophomore guard Bernard
Toatley at the 17:51 mark in Che game. A.
junior forward Jackie Robinson began to
heat up on the inside the Bison had no one
to match up with the 6"9"' 220 pounder as
junior forward Charles Solon1on played
most of the gan1e with foul 1rouble.
The Bison had to go a second straight
gan1e without senior forward Ronald Cole
1>.ho injured a groin against University of
Maryland - Easten1 Shore just prior co the
road trip.
Robinson finished with 13 rebounds
and 22 points. including the garne winner
1vith 2.1 seconds left on the clock in regulation.
The Bison once again struggled as their
shooting was not up to par by any stretch
of the imagi11ation. Senior forward and
A!l-MEAC candidate Julius McNeil continued to struggle as he shot 5-16 from the
field.
More cha11 the poor shooting the Bison
have suffered from slow starts and have
come from behind in cheir last tY.'Ogames.
··sec ause \\·e "re y,•inning we probably got a
little too cornfortable ... said junior guard
i\1ilan Brown .
Senior guard Ronney Gibbs said , '" We
need to get back to playing as a teain so
that v.·e can get out to a strong stan."
The Bison still remain in first-place in
the MEAC with their next game against
r.1organ Stace University 101norrow at 8
p.n1. in BurrGymnasiu111.
"fhe Bison's remaining hon1e games
against Morgan State a11d Delaware State
are crucial as North Carolina A & T and
Florida A & r-.1 are Waiting in the wings for
the Bison to lose. thereby allowi11g them
an opportllnity to move into at least a lie
for first-place going into the MEAC 1ournamen1 in March.
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Greeuboro, Not1Ja Carolina
The Lady Bison defeated the Lady Aggies of
North Carolina A & T in a wildly exciting and
physical MEAC game, 56-52. The Lady Bison
were led by Senior forward Rosalyn Evans's 1"3
points, 3 rebounds. and 4 steals.
1be Lady Bison proved to be too strong for the
Lady Aggies as Sophomore- forward Annette Lee

son declared
ilty
by Howard students
Lack of common sense demonstrated by former
heavy-weight champ during one night stand
By Johanna Wiison and Denise
Brown

Hilltop Staff Writers
Jc probably can be safely said that the
students al Howard are known for their
sharp ideologies. Therefore. it came as
no surprise to us on Feb. I I when several
dozen students chimed. "Let me tell you
l1ow I feel about the T}•son trial:' the day
after Tyson was found guilty of raping an
I 8-year-old woman.
We listened. And as you will discover. no matter what the opinion , the consensus among these students seemingly
was chat Tyson may have the abil ity to
hear, smell, see, feel and taste but he
Jacks the sixth sense-common sense.
Stephanie Saunders, an intefnational
business major, said that Tyson is not
only guilty, but he is also quite pompous.
'" I think he is guilty. I am from New
York, and I've met him and seen how he
treats women at clubs. He has this real
arrogant attitude like 'I am Mike Tyson,
and I ca n do what eve r I want ',"
Saunders said.
, Political science major. Jeffrey Smith,
said. "I feel that Mike Tyson was guilty
of the rape charges because of the evidence brought forth and his past history
proved that he was guilty."
William Mitchell. a math/computer
science major. referred to Tyson's turbulent past with Robin Givens. Mitchell
said his bad luck with Givens should
have been reason enough for him not to
rape the victim.
'" He is guilty, but it js also a tragedy.
Anybody who is ma~in g that kind of
money should be -careful . I think he is
stupid for letting himself gel trapped.
She went up there to trap him, but I wish
it never happened because it wa.~ a role
model shot down," Mitchell said.
·•Jt's a shame that I'm seeing a current
trend of black women and black men in
these sorts of tragedies. Mike Tyson is
just another case, but his ignorance got
him trapped," she added.
By this time, we were beginning to
think that there was not one Howard studen t who believed '' Iron Mike" was

innocent. But then Derrick Kenan came
along.
Kenan, a business manageme11t major,
said that Tyson was a black man who had
been hanged by a (almos1, there were
two black jurors) white jury.
"First of all. I do not chink Mike
Tyson was guilty. He was wrongly convicted in a red-neck 1own with red neck
jurors. and that 01· girl was in it just for
the money. But I think Mike in hi s posi-

'
Tamela
Aldridge ,a drammajor,
,said that the rape victim knew
exactly what Tyson wanted.
tion should conduct himself more appropriately in the public eye. He should not
have golten in this predicament.·· Kenan
said. ''And even though. I think he is not
guilty. he has to pay a debt to society.''
Yes. Tyson will definitely have to pay
a debt to society-a debt that could add up
to 60 years of his life in prison. The students interviewed said that Tyson wil l
probably get anywhere from seven to 15
years in the pen. One brother assured us
that he \\'ould get out after tv.'o years.
After talking lo 1he guilty or not guil1y
crew. we met students who favored or
. were against the possibi lit y of Tyson
continuing his boxing career.
The consens11s here was that Tyson's
ca reer and his pe rso11al life shou ld
remain separate. These students said
that the caree rs of och er people go
untouched after breaking the law and
that Tyson's Career should be the rule,
not the excep1ion.

Donald Craig, an engineering major,
said, "Yes, Tyson should be allowed to
continue boxing. Why shouldn 't he7
There are other popular sports figures
who have done things wrong and been
allowed to continue."
Ki111 Hall. a zoology major. agreed
with Craig. However. Hall cited "diny''
poli1icians instead. ''Senators and congressmen get caught all the time. They
are allowed to keep working . The
Kennedy's are still in politics. so Tyson
should remain in boxing."
Yet. there were those chat opposed the
cont inuancJ of Tyson's career. These
folks said lhat Tyson should be fore,·er
banned from boxing.
Pre-law major. Cassandra Jones. said
that it is just a matter of doing the crime
and serving the time.
"Boxing is how he got in this position
in the first place. Had he not been boxing. he wouldn't be so popular. If he
weren't popular, he ·wouldn't have bee11
at the pageant. If he is allowed to contin·
ue boxing,
he'd . be back. in the same,,
. .
position to continue raping women.
Hall said.
Terrence Henderson, a H.U. wrestler,
said, "If he admits his guile, he should be
denied the right to box and denied al l
civil rights to discourage other men fro1n
doing the same to other vul nerabl e •
women.
However, according 10 Kena11,
Tyson's con\'iction will not have a major
impact on other folks, espec ially athletes.
"I don't think his conviction wil l
make much of a difference to other atl1letes because of all the women that drool
over them. Just like I don't think the
Magic Johnson incident will make much
of a difference," Kenan said. '"Even
though they are famous, people wi ll not
get the just of it until it happens t1
them."
In lieu of the ideologies these Stltdents gave us, the power o.f their
thoughts witl probably not begin to
materialize until the question of Tyson's
fa te is answered by Judge Patri cia J.
Gifford. His career will be in the hands
of The World Boxing Association.

scored at will inside the paint. Lee, a major candidate for All-MEAC honors, finished with 13 points
and 7 rebounds.
The contest remained close throughout as the
Lady Aggies hustled after loose balls, rebounded
well and played aggressively enough to keep the
game close. Behind the shooting of Lady Aggie
Hope Monroe, the MEAC player of the week, N.C.
A & T wenl into the locker room down by two
points, 29-27.
But after 10 first half points Monroe was only
able to manage 2 second half points as the Lady
Bison defense led by Tonya Banks, Rosalyn Evans
and LaTesha Williams shut down the Lady Aggies.
However, the Lady Bison did commit an unfavorable 24 turnovers with Sophomore guard
Dorothy Hunter-Williams accounting for 8 of them .
''We did a number of things well,'' said Coach
Tyler. "If we can beat teams despite our mistakes it
is."""Certainly a testiment to what we're capable of
doing."
· '"Defeilting A & T in their own gym was one
thing that came out good. We outhustled them and
we execuled our plays," said Senior forward and
cri-caplain Angelina Elliott.

0ra.,....... _lh_

Af1er beating lhe Lady Aggies of North Carolina
A & T the Lady Bison traveled to South Carolina
State College's Smirh- Hammond -Middleton

Memorial Center only to lose to the first-place

Bulldogs (17-7, 10-2), 68-61.

The Lady Bison started the first half very sluggish as they turned the ball over countless times in
the f1.TSt-half and shot 14% from the free throw line.
Nevertheless, the Lady Bison showed guts and
savvy as they were able 10 go in10 the locker room
leading at 1he half, 29-25.
Over the course of !he contest there were 13 lead
changes and 10 ties as the Lady Bison were able to
keep their pace until South Carolina State's Shena
Brown hit a 2-foot shot to put the Lady Bulldogs up
41-40 with 11:47 remaining in the game.
The Lady Bulldogs took advantage of Annette
Lee's foul trouble and the Lady Bison's numerous
turnovers to extend their lead to as much as 19
points with 4: 17 left in regulation time.
Senior guard LaTesha Williams attributed this
loss ro a number of 1hings.
''Poor offensive play. lack of communication on
defense,
and our shots weren ' t
dropping,"Williams said .
The loss overshadowed Junior center Tonya
Banks yeoman's job against the Lady Bulldogs.
Banks finished with a game high 14 points, 12
rebounds, and 3 blocked shots in her 35 minutes
of playing time.
But unfortunately, lhe Lady Bulldogs just had
too much offensive fire power for the Lady Bison
to handle. And once again the turnovers killed

any attempt at a comeback as Senior star Rosa1yn
Evans could not get on track recording 8 turnovers
in the game.
The Lady Bison learned that every player on
their team has to show Up ready to play instead of
havi ng one, two or three players conrribute.
Dorothy Hunter-Williams finished with 12 points
and Senior forward Willena Robson added 11
points.
"If we all come to play as a team on the same
night no one could stop us," concluded LaTesha
Williams. ''If our leading scorers have a bad night
the rest of the team has to pick up the slack.''

LadJ' Bhon Not11
Sophomore guard Dorothy Hunter-Williams
was named MEAC rookie of the week for the second time thi s season and is considered 10 be a
strong candidate for rookie of the year honon in
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference.
.Agai'nst North Carolina A & T, Senior guard
LaTesh! Williams recorded 6 points, 3 steals, 3
rebounds and 3 assists in 35 grueling minutes. So
far this season, she has 79 assists and 54 steals.
Wllliams is also shooting 86% from the free throw
line. In her previous seasons, she had 66 assists.
29 steals, and her free throw average was 69%.
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The Women's Basketball team took a four day
road trip to the Carolinas to play North Carolina A
& T and South Carolina State in what proved to be
importanl Mid-Easte rn Ath letic Conference
(MEAC) games.
Including their recent loss to S.C. State. the Lady
Bison have won .5 of 1heir last 8 games as they prepare for the MEAC tournament in Norfolk, Virgina
in March.
As tournament time gets closer there is one thing
that is cenain: The Lady Bison are a much better
basketbaJl team than they were in January and are a
legitimate threat to win !heir seventh MEAC tournament title under Head Coach Sanya Tyler.
After their road trip the Lady Bison (7-17, 6-6)
still remain in third place in the MEAC behind the
University of Maryland - Eastern Shore and South
Carolina State.

'

own opinions about the results of the Mike Tyson trial In a recent Hilltop forum.

Lady Bison are hanging on tough to' their 3rd place spot in the

By Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

I

Derrick Kenan, Jeffrey Smith, William Mitchell, and Stephanie Saunders shared their
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Marcella Charles,
Associate Campus
TONIGH'I'
Directory of Campus
. the brothers of
Crusade for Christ, at
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
BETA CHAPTER / (202) 829-6954
Attention: Undergraduate
present
Math Majors The Math
"THE CHOICE IS
Club sponsors "Math
YOURS'' .
Expressions" Come and
our official
discuss math concepts with
After Party for the
your classmates and other
Howard vs. Morgan St.
math majors. Every
Basketball game
Wednesday and Thursday
at the
in February 2:00-5:00p.m.
CHAPTER III
ASB-B, Room 213
(I st and I St S.E.)
from 10:00 pm ·-UNTIL One Drop Records and
Variety 514 Florida
Full service scholarship
Avenue, N.W. 328-9522
and financial aid info. for
Specializing Reggae,
college students seeking
Rockers, and Classics
undergraduate and
graduate school assistance. CURREN'I' fROJECT
2000 TEACHERS
Comprehensive database,
ASSISTANTS PLEASE
over 200,000 listings.
STOP BY THE UGSA
Results guaranteed. Call
OFFICE IN I
703-756-1412, evenings.
BLACKBURN ROOM
Model Cali for Drama
110
and Konllama!! Work
with us to work "It" and If you are a UGSA
"Own It!" Feb. 24, 1992, candidate in any school or
cdllege please feel free to
Room TBA. Call Kanili
stop by the UGSA office in
Sharp 202· 789-8082; ·
Blackburn room 110 or
Wayne K. Ferdinand
call 806-6918, 6919.
202-332· 7099 for more
Articles, poems, short
info.
stories, photographs and
xi Chapter and
drawings are 11ow being
Washington Alumni
Chapter of KAY Fraternity accepted for the 1992
Omowe Journal. Please
Inc. Invite all qualified
bring submissions to the
men (2.3 G.P.A. sophomore standing) to an UGSA, Blackburn room
informational meeting Fri. 110. Call 806-6918, 691 9.
Deadline Feb. 29' !1!
Feb. 28, 8 pm Blackburn
1'fie H.U . Wisconsin Club
Center Rm 148-150, coat
meets Wednesdays 5pm in
and tie r15uired.
Blackburn Room 150 ,,
JiX'l'EN YOUR
BEAUTY Hair Extensions Al'l'N. ALL .
ILLINOISANS! I!
by Tracey Lynn Braids
ILLINOIS CLUB
from 45, Twists from 65,
MEETING TUE. FEB. 25
Weaves from I0. Call
@ 7:30P.M. HILLTOP
(202) 483-2477.
. Connecticut club Meeting LOUNGE (BLACKBURN
CENTER)
Wed. Feb 26th. Douglass
H.U .S.A. Presents a Black
Hall Rm. 143 6~m
History Month Tribute in a
Muslim Stuents of
Howard University and the Play "THE
KNOWLEDGE." Saturday
Howard University
· 2/22/92 8pm Cramton
Faculty/Staff Islamic
Auditorium. Tickets only
Advisory Association
$8 proceeds to benefit
Invites you to attend a
Community Ramadan Iftar D.C. Recreation
Department Youth
on Mar. 6, 1992 at 6:00
p.m. Armour J. Blackburn Programs and the Inner
City AIDS Network. Play
; University Center - The
written and directed by
Gallery Lounge Join us
Howard Alumna Crystal
for: Prayer/ Iftar/ .
Greetings RSVP by Mar. Perri'
NA CP will be having a
. 2, 1992(202)291-3790
general body meeting
MSHU P.O. Box 404
Washington, D.C. 20059 Feb 27 at 6:30 pm Locke
Hall Rm 105
HUFSIA P.O. Box 1193
Washington, D.C. 20059 CHRis'i'IANS
BREAKING THE
CampusCrusade For
SILENCE, MONDAY:
Christ International at
FEB. 24, 1992 7:00 Howard University is
TUBMAN
pleased to present a special 8:30PM
QUADRANGLE
Black History Month
Forum. The event will take LOUNGE SPONSORED
BY UNITED
place on Feb. 25, 1992 at
MINISTRIES AT
5:30pm. The forum will
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
address the question:
"What will bring liberation (REFRESHMENTS WILL
to our people?" The panel BE SERVED) TOPICS
members are: Dr. Franklyn WILL INCLUDE: Oating
In The 90's, The Tyson
Jenifer---President of
Rape Case, Anita Hill Howard University; Mr.
Clarence Thomas Senate
Abdul Haqq Islani---the
Hearing, Mutual
Nation of Islam, Mr.
Charles Gilmer---Director Responsibilities, Gender
Differences, etc.
of Campus Crusade for
You are invited to attend a
t:hrist, and Mr. Fred
Leadership Development
Hutchinson---Center on
Seminar sponsored by Tom
Budget and Policy
Skinner Associates
Priorities. The program
entitled, "Power and
will take place at Howard
University in the School of Wealth: How AfricanBusiness Auditorium. For Americans Obtain It.'' This
more information contact: seminar will explore the
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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world system, what it is,
how it operates, it's unique
manifestations, how it
in1pacts your li.fe, and how
to achieve personal,
political, economic,
network, andi111oral power
within it. The date, time
and location is on
Saturday, Mar. 7, 1992,
fro1n IO:OOam to 4:00pm,
in the Blackburn Center,
Auditorium , Howard
University. Lu!]fh and
n1aterial s at a cost of $7 for
students and $I 0 for nonstudents. The deadline for
registration is Tuesday,
Mar. 3, l 992. For 1nore

$500.00 A WEEK
TYPING AT HOME"
EARN MONEY typing at
home. Many people
needed. Amazing recorded
message reveals details.
202-310-1296 Ext.#102
EARN $2000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! North America's
#I Student Tour Operator
seeking motivated
students, organizations,

fraternities and sororities
as campus representatives
proi;ioting Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona and
Panama City! Call I (800)
724-1555!
infom1atio11, contact
Fundraiser looking for a
Michael C. Worsley at
fraternity, sorority, student
(202) 529-5134.
organization interested in
~king $500-$1500 for a
FOR RENT
one week marketing
CHEAP! FBVu.s.
project. Must be organized
SEIZED
and hard working. Call
89 MERCEDES ...... $200
Lee (800) 592-2121 ext.
86 vw..................... $50
115.
87 MERCEDES ...... $100
RESIDEN'I' CAMP
65 MUSTANG ........ $50 , STAFF - Assistant
Choose fro1n thousands \, director, business manager,
starting $25. FREE 24 ·
RN, kitchen staff, untt
Hour Recording Reveals
counselors and leaders,
Details 801-379-2929
program specialist, pool
Copyright#DC I2KJC
director and lifeguards
Roon1s For Rent
needed; Jun. 13-Aug. 11.
Near Ca1npus. WID. D/W, Two seasonal resident
2 Baths, working fireplace camps located near
$300+util. Contact Shireen Harrisonburg and
(202) 667-0428 or (202)
Leesburg, Va. Contact:
797- 1379 leave niessa e.
Ruth Ensor, GSCNC, 2233
ga on sa twater tan
Wisconsin Ave. N.W.,
with 1nany extras including Washington, Dq 20007fis b. Only $250. For
4187. 202-337-4300. EOE
inquiries, call Kevin at
PERSONALS
(202) 745-5890.
Jr., Jackie, Asia, and Alfie.
' Spacious, recently
I hope you misfits had a
renovated 3BR I bath
houpe for $1,050 also a '\ great Valentine's Day!
Happy Anniversary Jr, &
large efficiency for
·
Jackie! 1! Asia, be good
$395.00 (30 I)681 -3897.
and Alfie stop locking
E ~ -Large Room 4 Rent
yourself in the john!! I
Harvard & Georgia Area
$325. Includes WID, MIC love ~ou fabulous four!!
'to: Big Annie
Call 462-7456.
ROOMS AND APTS FOR From: The lazy one
I love you. Happy
RENT - W/W CARPET.
Valentine's Day!! If you
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT,
love me, you'll send me
MICROWAVE,
some liver and~rits! !
DISHWASHER,
To: THE BRO HERS OF
GARBAGE DISPOSAL,
PHI BETA SIGMA .
WALK TO HU, BUS
FRATERNITY, INC.
LINE, AND SU-BWAY.
LOW RENTS STARTIN" We have been through so
much, but we always
AT $275.00. PLEASE
CALL FOR IMMEDIATE persevere. It will all pay
OCCUPANCY (301) 336- off soon. Keep thinking
positive so that re can
3238.
complete our .Sigma
SERVICES
Mission for this year
VCR and CD Repair
.-- The Broker
Guaranteed Service
Snowdaze,
Low Rates
Happy Birthday! You're
Call John (202) 882-5845. Legal, "Old Lady." --Kiwi
and VA-Slim
HELP WANTED .
Stacey W.
$40,ooovr!
READ
•
I've been where your are
BO()KS and TV Scripts.
and I've seen your pain.
Fill out simple "like/don't
Remember I'll always be
like" form. EASY! Fun, ·
here if you need me.
relaxing at home, beach,
-- Hit1nan #35
vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Brooklyn Queen via[.!.
The Huevos Rancheros
Recording 801-379-2925
were fun. Let's go for that
Copyright#DC I2KEB
F
A
T Sunda~ Drive. --Erik
FUNDRAISING Loud outh,
PROGRAM Follow The Sweet Taste of
Fraternities, sororities, Those Kisses. --E
student clubs. Earn up to 426 Baldwin,
$I 000 in one week. Plus I like your poetry. It was
receive a $1000 bonus dope. --632
yourself. And a FREE Princess,
WATCH just for calling 1- On Valentine's Day, you
cried at my ingenuity,
800-932-0528 Ext. 65.
sincerity, and effort in
· AS'l'RON WORLD
trying to make this first
WIDE PRODUCTS
celebration of ours a
"HOW TO MAKE

s

special one. That room
will always be in my mind
and heart. For it's where
we met, and where we
came "full-circle." The
tears that you shed told me
that you still love me,
despite significant others. I
hope that those tears

CAB.
6-B-9 I:
dance w/me 2 morrow?
Hope so! --me ("a little
thing" -smile) ·
To Wally's little girl:
I know that you know
that you are sweating me.
Please, no more nasty
weren't in vain, and, in
n\essages.
light of the ensuing
Jn the mind of the lover
weekend, you rememller
there is always a little
that half hour that we
doubt. This is what
shared. I love you with all makes Jove so beautiful. I
my heart. Please consider . dont care if you get
this Saturday night, for
angry, but Jet's keep it to
you owe it to our
ourselves.
relationship to try.
From: kid prophet
-- Chocolate Mousse Cake
It's time to let everyone
Chris, Karen, and Noni,
Keep on cruisin' One Step know:
The UGO is always
Ahead to the Paramount.
We're all right behind you! rippin' up shows. CIX
and UGO posse is
-- Fam
running sh··· The #1
Noni ,
'I
positive rap group on
They're Trippin, They're
slippin G! But Take it from campus is ready to rip
everything apart.
us, Naughty by Nature,
Peace to: Rapmyster
and Cypress Hill - Every
Tone luv, Ninja, Zane
Things Gonna Be Alright
Love, Rollo, DJ Axis
because There Ain't No
(wax that ass kid)kid
Future In Their Frontin'! .
prophet (your friendly
--Fam
neighborhood media
THURSDAY,
assasin) Chill Will, Aquil,
Sad you don't have a man
Tragedy, Watty and a
of your own to send
special shout out to the
Hilltopics to. Get One!
\vhole CT posse.
--Signed R's Mon.-Sun.
To 2nd Floor Wheatley 90- Derwin,
You•still owe me ten
91 It's time for a reunion
lunches, pay up mister!! !!
Let's get together soon'
-- Tanisha
R.S. V.P Rene RnJi 212
Robert Manning,
'1'o: Ladies of-the Blue &
I lost your number. Can
White,
We have come a long way. you give me a call , so I'll
kn'ow you're O.K.
Congratulations on a
--.Tanisha
successful party. A very
Xlecial thanks to Crystal.
Commin~ Soon ... J.D.
ricka W.; Pretty bfown
Good Iuc Chris & Karen
I'll see you at the top of the
eyes (pretty BIG eyes)
PARAMOUNT. - Kiz
Here is your Hilltopic ...
now stop crying. Some
John C., thank you- A.W.
people actually care!
T, V., you'll always be my
THE GUY IN THE FIRST Iii' sis. Luv ya lots! 1
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Bill collectors got you down?
Need to get the wolf off your back?
'

THEN CALL
PRESTIGE FINANCIAL
FOR CREDIT RELIEF AND
PEACE OF MIND!
Take Control of Your Financial Destiny!
Learn How to Use Credit Wisely!
CREDIT CRISES ASSISTANCE WITH:
• CREDIT CARDS
··CREDIT REPORT IMPROVEMENT
• IRS TAX PROBLEMS
• STIJDENT LOANS
INSTANT DEBT RELIEF WITHIN 24 HOURS
IS JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY.

•

CALL FOR A FREE CONSULATA TION:

(703) 528-4884
SPECIAL STIJDENT DISCOUNTS FAMILY ASSISTANCE ALSO AVAILABLE.
TELL THEM BARRETT COLEMAN S~NT YOU.
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